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PREFACE 

The problema with which I have concerned mys.lt in thi. theaia 

are thoa.~hich have troubled thinkers with interests aa diverse as 

tho .. of Locke and Freud. The problem ot penonal identity ia dif

ticult and perplexing. But I think that the ditticulties and per-

plexities have been unnecnaarily complicated by conceptual contua1ons. 

I hava attempted in this thesis to remove some of those conceptual con-

tUJIiona and clear the ground for a better understanding of tho notion 

ot personal identity. 

I teel that I should acknowledge my sincere indebtedness t.o 

my two readers, Dr. Shalom and Dr. Noxon, who have helped me by 

personal discussion to reach whatever clarity I may claim to have 

achieved in writing thio thesis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1a reclnt di,culaionl of the probleM of perlonal idontity 
/' 

Ittlmpt' hava bien MAde to reaaoe., the role of meMory in queotion. 

of peraonAl identity. Thus, in one of hi' articles, ShoeMAker goea 

10 far a. to aay that memory io not only the source of our ,pecial 

acce.1 to our own identitieo, but that it fa 0100 the main constitu

tive factor in per.onal identity. In hio book Identity and Spatio

temporal ,Continuity'(Oxford, 1967), Wiggins argue. that memory i8 a 

criterion of per.onal identity, and he carefully explaina that thio 

Viell, when properly otated and understood, cannot be incompati'ble 

with the viell that personal identity muot involve spatio-temporal 

c.ontinuity. 

Both Shoelnaker and Wiggins are, of courtie ,'aware of the dif-

ficultieo involved in any attempt to make memory the criterion of 

personal it!entitY. But they think ,that when the role of memory (or 

the kind of memory which memory theorists have regarded as being 

essentiel to personal identity) in the,concept of a person is 

properly appreciated these difficulties would either be seen to 

have removed themselves or to have become insignificant. In this 

thesis I have tried to show that an adequate memory criterion of 

personal identity and an edequate bodily continuity criterion of 

personal identity muat necessarily coincide, since memory end 

- 1 -
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bodily continuity are both aapects of tha aama criterion. Thill 

tb',i" of couraa,' i. not new" and it haa bean forcefully advocated 

by Wiggins; but'! don't think t,hat the full ramification. of adopt

ins thi. view have'baen complotely understood. ThuI, while Shoemaker 

.eama to agree with Wiggina that a bodily continuity criterion and 

• memory critarion of pers~nal identity will coincide, he does not 

.eem to bo sufficiently aw~re of the fact that in order for thia 

coincidence to take place the edoption of a causal theory of mamory 

18 absolutelY euentia!. In the third chap tar I have triad to show 

thAt Shoemaker has misunderstood the role of memory in personal 

identity by adopting a criterion of memory which is incompa,tible 

with the application of the notion of bodily continuity to the 

concapt of a person. This I have done by shOWing tha,t' the kind of 

memory which Shoemaker 10 operating with is incompatible with the 

csusal theory of memory which is essential to anyone who wisheo to 

accomodate the bodily continuity criterion of personal identity. 

Moreover, anyone opereting with Shoemaker's account of memory,vould 

have to accord equal weight to the pretensions of two nOll .. identical 
, ' 

memory claimants, and this would violate the logic of the notion of 
" ' ! 

identity which is a transitive, reflexive and symmetrical 'relation. 

when the notions of memory and bodily continuity have been sufficiently 
, c."'" 

we end up with the kind of individual, wllich, in Wiggin',s 
J 

not made of snything other than flesh and bones, but, unlike 

with which it st times sheres' its matter, it has a character.,. 

ization in functional terms which confers the role, as it were, of 

individuating nucleus, on a particular brain which is the seat of a 

./ 
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particular set of mamory capecitiei. The brain doal not occur in 

the a -priori account of 'penon', or 'uma parson' except perhaps 

UDder the dOlcription ,'soat of mamory and other functionally 

charactsr1ltic abil1tiOl'. But-do facto it p1ey. thil role of 

individuating nucleu8," (Identity ~ Spatio-temporal Continuity, 

p. 51). 

Thill requirement of Wiggins entAill the continunace in "ono 

organized parcolof all that wal causally oufficient and cauoolly 

neco8lary" to tho continuance of essential and charllcteristic 

functioning, which in turn requires a caulal theory of memory and 

allo requirea, I think, that c,ausal claims are spatio-temporally 

'continuous since they 'link me,mories with remembered actiono and 

experiences. 
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CRITERION ~ PERSONAL IDENTITY 

./ 

l~. In dealing with the problem ot parlonal identity we have to 

epecity tha aenoe in which the tenn 'identity' ia to be underrstood .. 

In diecuI.ionD ot perlonal identity whan we aay that an object exilt-

ing at ts (lay, the object A) ia identical with the object that 
./ 

exieted at tl (objact B) what we moon io that object A ia one and 

the aame oa object.B which haa continued to exiat throughout the 

More will. be odd about time intervalo in ! 
the fourth chapter. It will 'suffice for our purpooes, to point out 

at thio stoga, that wa con aok two legitimate quaotiono about tho 

. notion of identity. In tho firot ploce we can aok qUClltiono about 

hov identity judgamanto are known. And oecondly, we can aok quao-

tiona about the natura of idontity. Wa ~an roduco thoDe two quao-

tiono to tho singla quaotion about tho Dort of critaria that paopla ., 
" . 

uae in making idantity judgamento about parsons or objacts. Port 

ot thio chop tar will ba davoted to on attampt to deal directly with 

eome of the doubto and difficultias that hava boon raioad concerning 

tho notion of critarion in racent philosophic41 discussions. 

2. The notion of a critarion which will be discuDsad hara is 

ona which con.ba found in Wittganstain's writings on language gamas 

and his notion of moaning aD use. For on expression to have meon-' 

ing in tho longuaga its various usas must be governed by rulas, tho 

.. 4 -
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rule_ of the lAnguage same. The critarion for tha u_a of an axpraa-

lion on a particular occa_ion axpra •• al tha rula whieh datarminol 

IIhethor or not that exp,raaaion hal bODn uODd corractly. ThD problam. 

IriiD' Whan wa oak ,whDthDr a critarion io a critDrion for lorna thing 

beins tha caaa or whethar it il a cr1torion for tho UIO of a lingu1o

tic oxproaa1on.· Th1a difficulty can bo ovarcomo by making A diatinc-
'. 

tion botwoon tho conditiono which hava to bo fulfillod bafora I cftn 

un an axprollaion and my uao of tho linguiDtic axproaaion itaalt. 

To bosin with, it ia important to nato that a criterion io a kind 

of around. It waa po1ntad out abova that a critarian axpranaaa tha 

rula for tha uaa of an axpralloion in a particular languaga Bama. 

Naw a langu4gd gama 1nvolvaa not only linguiatic bahaviour but· non

l1nguiDtic bohaviour All wall, .i.o., bahav10ur which ia intricataly 

linkad to tha obtainment or tha non-obtainmDnt of cDrtain DtatDD of 

affaire. And thio non-l1nguiotic bDhaviour detDrminDD the way in 

·which we uaD certain oxproooiono, or, to look at it from anothor 

paint of viow, thio non-linguiotic bahaviour detormineo tho ruleD 

tor tho. uoo of oxpreaoiono in a particular language gama. What 

Doedo to be clarified, then, io the relatianohip between the 'ground 

or the obtainment of 4 certain otate of afhiro and our uoa of 

oxpraooiono in that a1tuation. But bafora we can do thio cartain 

torminological pointo hove to be clarified. 

3 • To aay that aOlllCth1ng ill the ,critarion of oomothing 0100 io 

. to eay that tho occunenco of one avent or otate of affairo antitlea 

UII to aaaart tho occurronca of tho aacond avant or otata of affaira. 

I 
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Lat ua CAll tna firat avant x and tha,aacond avant y. Then A criteriAl 

rdat10n will bo ona which could b'aaA1d to hold betwaan tha AtAte ot 

.tfAin x and tha atata of AHAirA y. A critarial connactionw1l1 be 
o 

ona which can ba aAid to hold batwaan tho proponition that x olftll1na 

and tho propoa1tion that y obtdn.. A critor101 proporiition will ba 

ona which ADaartll thAt A pArticulAr critarion obtAina" in tho cline 

which wa lira conaidorinR it will Auaart ~hat x ob~Aina. Now whAt 1a 

tha ralationahip batween II Bround lind the ruloA whichllovorn our una 

of exprenu1ona? It 10 the exiotoneo of a criterial relAtion hotwaen 
, 

x and y which lIovernn our l1nlluintic una of the axprelaion 'y' whara 

'y' Dtanda for tho'ntate of 'IIHairu y. At tha uame tima lIivin!! tha 

critarion otune of a l1nRuiotic QXl'raDoion Alao Daamn to Riva tha 

lIIaanD by which we could toll,whother nomathinR wno, the CilIa or not. 

'AaUng whethar and how II I'rol'ouition con be verifiod 10 only a I'or-

't1culor way of lIokin!! 

to the grammAr of tho 

"lIow do you menn?" 'nle ,nnawar in a contribution 

'1 propoo1tion'. So knowlodga of the truth ot 

'x' ontitloD uu to oooart 'y', or to put it in anothor way, knowlodllO 
v 

ot the occurronco of the otote of affoiro II entitleD UD to nonort tha 
(J 

occurrence of the otote of nffairu y. ~efore oxamininR thin claim it 

,will bo worthwhilo to moko two dint:l.nctiona which will provo to bo 

crucial. Tho firat diatinction ia that botwoon critoria and dofininll 

chllractoriotico or defining critoria of a atato of affairo. And tho 

Dacond io the diotinction botwoon a critori~n and a aymptom. 

4. Tho firot diotinction can oaoily bo drown. Let uo tako tho 

caoo whore a criterial rolotion io oaid to hold between II peroon'o 
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being in pain, and his 'demonstration of pain behaviour. Here the 

• 

criterial connection between the proposition which asserts that the 

/' 
in pain and the proposition which asserts that the person pe'rson is 

• 
i. engagi~g in pain behaviour is not logical, that is to say, one 

proposition does not entail the other. It is conceivable that one 

of the propositions turns out to be true while the etther turns out 

to be false. But it does'not follow from this that the criteriaJ 

relations are contingent, i.e., we know empirically that they generally 

hold. In fact it fs in reaction to this view that the criteriologist 

ma\<es the second'distinction, i.e., the distinction between a criterion 

and a symptom. The difference is between what we have (experimentally) 

found to be ~"iden:ce for y (symptom) and what we have (in ostensive 

definition) learned 'to call evidence for y (criterion). 

"Let us introduce two antithetical terms in order 
to avoid certain elementary confusions: To the 
question 'How do you know that so and so is the 
case?' we sometimes answer by giving 'criteria' 
and sometimes by giving 'symptoms'. If medical 
science calls angina an inflammation caused by 
a particular. bacillus, and we ask in a particu
lar case 'why do you say this man has' got angina?' 
then the answer 'I have found the bacillus so
and-so in his blood' gives us the ~riterion, or 
what we might call the defining criterion of 
angina. If on the other hand the answer was 
'~is throat is inflamed', this might .give us a 
symptom of angina. I call 'symptom' a phenomenon 
of which experience has taught us that it coin
cided, in some way or other, with the phenomenon 
which is our deJ;ining criterion. ,,2 

It is .. important to note that generally in practice the decision too 

choose one phenomenon"rather than another as the symptom or the 

criterion is arbitrary. It may be convenient and practical to 

define a word by choosing that phenomenon as the d~fining criterion 

• J 
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vbich at other .times we would take to be a symptom. As Wittgenstein 

points out doctors often use the names of various diseases without 

lIIaldng:"~ clear distinction as t.() which phenomena are to be regarded 

.' as criteria and which are to be regarded as symptoms. To hold the 

doctor responsible· for a"lack of clarity would be an irresponsible 

move on our part because it would indicate that we think that every-
" 

one should use language according to strict rules. To suppose that 

there must be strict rules "would be like supposing that whenever 

children play with a b.all they playa game according to strict rules", 

5. Let us see, then, in what way criterial relations have an inter-

mediate logical role to play. 

"If so and so's beIng. the case is a criterion for 
the truth of a judgement ••• the assertion that it is 
evidence in favour of the truth of the judgement is 
necessarily (logically) rather than contingently 
(empirically) true.,,3 .. 

It is important to see what Shoemaker is g~tting at. According to 

him to say that x is a criter±on of y is to say that it is neces-

sarily true that x "is evidence for y. This, however, does not mean 

that y necessarily accompanies x in every case. To assert the latter .. 
would be to give the defining characteristics of x and this is not 

the same as providing grounds to justify our asserting that y. To 

say that x is a criterion of y is to say that individual cases of.y 

accompany instances of x in ~ cases 0, in normal cases. The point 

is that we do form notions of certain violations of criterial rela-

timl~ but this is only possible on the basis of 'other ngeneral beliefs" 
'"'' 

which we have acquired. And we acquire these general beliefs only on 
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the basia of our prior use of the criterion in question. For example, 

when the Sceptic doubts that someone is in pain we can. accept as one 

reason the doubts which the Sceptic pronounces, the fact that th~per-
-

son under question is suffering from neural disorders. But this is 

posaible only because I -believe that neural disorders can result in., 

a person's making false pain-avowals. Similarly scientists acquire 

th~ concept of such a "disorder" only because they know that in general 

avowals and other pain-behaviour are criterially related to instances 

of pain. This is closely related to Austin's point that ascription 

of "unreality" has sense only in the light of some recognizable form 

of reality • 

. Furthermore the justification for the "intermediate" logical 

status that we assign to the criterial relations is to be found in 

the r~le that these criterial r~lations play in the way in which' cer

tain words are learned. If, for example, the criterial relation 

between pain and pain-avowals and pain behaviour did not hold it would 

have been impossible for anyone to have learnt' the meaning of the word 

"pain" • This point is very well 'made by Shoemaker. 

" ••• it is essential to having a correct understanding 
of the word 'pain' that one says 'I am in pain" in
tending to make a true ass~rtion, only when one is in 
pain, from which in turn it follows that if it is pos
sible to know whether another person understands the 
word 'pain' it must sometimes be possible to know 
that ••• another person is in pain. But the word 'pain' 
could not have an established meaning in our language. 
if it were not possible for people to be taught its 
meaning and possible for us to determine whether a 
person is using it correctly, i.e., has correctly 
learned its meaning". 4 

It is a consequence of this view that anyone who says that it is not 
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possible or that it is logically impossible for someone 'to know that 

another person is in pain, is making/an absurd stateiJ1en:t. For if he, 
," 

utters the statement with the intention of making a true assertion 

tben he presupposes that the words in his statement are used with 

tbeir established meanings for only then is it possible for us to 

understand what his statement means. ,At"the Same time he intends 

us to understand by his statement that the word does not have an 

established meaning and so contradicts ,himself. 

Closely connected with this view is the fact that if the 

criterial relation did not in fact hold in most cases where x is 

tbe criterion of y, then our language would be different from what 

it in fact ia. The "phenomena would gravitate towards another 

paradigm". If, for example, it was possible to carry out complex 

mathematical calculations in one's head without learning to do so 

by writing them down then the question would arise as to what will 

count as a criterion for calculating in the head. And the further 

question will arise as to 'whether we are willing to use the expres-

sion "calculating in the hesd" here-or whether it has lost its pur-: 

pose in these circumstances. 

6. Let us turn once more to the distinction that was drawn 

earler between a symptom and a criterion. We found that a symptom 

is something which we find through experience to be associated with 

a criterion. A symptom of angina, i.e., an inflamed throat, is 
\ 

contingently connected with having angina; we have learned thia 

through experience, whereas the criterion of angina is conceptually 

,-
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linked with having angina, and we are aware of this through the 

meaning, use, application of the words or expressions involved. 

Symptoms are discovered in experience but criteris sre fixed by 

convention. The symptoms for the truth of "p" sre not psrt of 

the sense of the sentence. Its conventionally fixed criteria 

are. The sense of s sentence or expression is given by specify-

ing the rules for its use. These are given by specifying ,the 

criteris which justify the a~sertion of a sentence or expression. 

Thus one, test for whethe.r "p" is a criterion for "q" is whether 

one could come to understand "q" without grasping that the truth 

of "p" justifies one in asserting "q". Or as Shoemaker puts it: 

7. 

"A test of whether something is one of the criteria 
for the truth of judgements of a certain kind is 
whether it is 'conceivable that we might discover 
empirically that it is not, or ,has ceased to be, 
evidence in favour of the truth of such judgements. 
If it is evidence, and it is not conceivable that 
it could be discovered ~ot to be (or no longersto 
be) evidence, then it is one of the criteria". . 

What we use as our criteria of identity judgements depends 

6 on what the objects are which we are judging. Thus our criterion 

for material objects could be spatio-temporal continuity. But our 

criteria for persons might be of a different kind. ,It'follows from 
• 

our previous discussion about critera, that to specify the criteria 

that we use in making i'dentity judgements about different kinds of 

things is to say something about the nature of those things. So in 

specifying the criteria for personal identity we will be specifying 

the nature of persons. The problem of personal identity, then, 

could be conceived of as the problem of the nature of persons. It 

" 

-, 
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viII be seen in later chapters that the criteria for personal identity 

that we adopt viII be memory and spatio-temporal continuity. A dis-

cus810n of mel:lOry, spatio-temporsl continuity viII' be le{t for the 

next chapter. What I vish to do in this chapter is to show how the 

problem of personsl identity differs from the problem of the identity 

of material objects.' 

Penelhum says that "the problem of personal identity csn be 

roughly described as that of trying to justify a practice which seems 

at first sight to be strange, and even paradoxical. This is the prac-

" tice of falking about people as single beings in spite of the fact 

that they are constantly changing, and over a period of time may have 

changed completely. It almost seems a.contradiction to sSY,that John , 

Smith at two and John Smith at fifty-two are the same person, because 
. 7 

they are so different." But obviously this is not the only reason 

why we are puzzled about the problem of personal identity; for we 

constantly talk about material objects as single objects in spite of 

the fact that they are cha~ging. So we have to look elsewhere to 

find out what has caused the puzzlement among philosophers with regard 
• 

to the problem of personal identity. 

8. Now, there is a sense in 'which persons may be regsrded as just 

certain types of organisms. But ss it has been pointed out this is 

not the sense in which the word "person" is used in discussions of 

personal identity. For although there might be no essential difference 

between.the identity of men and the identity of other material things 

yet there sre crucial differences between personal identity and the 

. ... __ ...... _----- ._-----,-
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identity of men and other material objects. Thomas Reid, for e~ample, 

held that "the identity, therefore, which we 
@ 

ascribe to bodies, whether 

natural or artifical, is not perfect identity; it is rather something 

which, for the convenience of speech, we call identity ••• but identity, 
• 

vhen applied to persons, has no ambiguity and'ad~its not of degre~s, 

or of more and less ••• the notion of .it is fixed and precise. ,,8 To 

see the plausibility behind these philosophical views we must turn 

to first-person statements and'ex~ine their role in discussions of 

personal identity. ~ 
'.....:.:. 

One thing that first-person "psychological" or "experiential" 

statements of the type "I have a toothache" have in common with third-

person statements like "He has a toothache" or. '''Smith has a tooth-

ache". is that both of them entail that someone ,.has a toothac'he. More-

over, in the caae of first-per~on psychological statements the word 
"'. 

"I" p~orma the function of identifying fo,: t:~~. audience the subject 

to whom the predicate must apply. And this is precisely the function 

of a referring expression. In spite of all this philosophers have 

continued to find the referring role of "I" puzzling. Some philosophers 

have maintained that at least in Some of its uses the word "I" does 

not refer to anything at all. Wittgenstein, for' example, held that' 

in first-person psychological statements like "I have a toothache" 

or "I am in pain" the word "I" does not refer to anything. He com-

pared the use of the word "I" in these statements with the use of 

the word "eye" in perceptual statements and he said that "just as 

no (physical) eye is involved in seeing, so no ego is involved in 
'(! 

thinking or in having a toothache". Wittgenstein's comparison of 

" 
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the role of" the word "I" in first-person "psychological" and "experien-

tial" statements with the role of the physical eye in seeing 
J 

to illustrate. the following point. The relation "perceives" 

is mes~ 
(or "i~ 

percei~ed by"), if I can observe it holding between two things, must 

be an empirical relationship, and hence a contingent one. This being 

so, it seems apparent that if I can perceive a self and an,image, and 

observe that the self perceives that image, then it ought to be'pos-

sible for me to perceive a self and an image and observe.that the self· 

does not perceive that image. But clearly this is not possible. So 

the relation "perceives", if regarded as a relation holding between, 

mental subjects and mcneal objects, cannot itself be a perceivable 

relationship. Similarly, the "relational property" of being perceived ,--
by me is not one that I could conceivably observe something to lack, 

and for' just this'reason it cannot be a property that I can perceive 

something to hav~. Moore reports that Wittgenstein, quoted with 

approval Lichtenberg's saying that instead of "I think" we ought to 

say "It thinks", with the "it" in "it thinks" being used as it is 

used in "It is snowing".9 It is not easy to understand what Wittgenstein 

vas getting at when he said that the word "I" should be used as the 

vord "it" in "It is snowing". He may have meant that the use of the 

word "I" in first-person psychological and experiential statements is 

not by itself s,:,fficient to justify the fact. that the word "I'~ stands 

for something. "" But.Wittgenstein's comparison of the lack of reference 

of the word "I" in first-person psychological statements to the role 

of the physical eye in seeing suggests that he had something more in 

mind when he said that the word "I" should be replaced by the word 
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"it" and that instead of saying "I think" we should say "It thinks". 

I thinlc. Wittgenstein also wanted to point out that we are justified 

in asserting first-person psychological and exp~iential statements 

juat on the basis of having observed Objects!n our field of vision. 

In other words, we don't have to observe the "I" or to be able to 

/ 
identify that to which the word "I" refers in order to be entitled 

to say that "I am in pain" or that "I perceive a tree", just as we 

don't have to recognize or identify that to which the word "it" 

refers in order to be entitled to assert that "it is snowing". But. 

anyone who approaches the problem of personal identity in this way, 

-
·i.e., anyone who thinks that there are at least some uses of the 

word "I" where the word does not refer to anything is overlooking 

one crucial fact •.. -And that is tha.t there are other people who are 

also. entitled to assert first-person statements and in whose case 

the-word "I" does seem to refer to something. For example, as 

Shoemaker has pointed out there does appear to be a "logical cor-

respondence" between first-person statements and third-person 

statements. l<hen we say that "John sees a tree" we seem to be 

asserting the same thing as John when he says "I see a tree". For 

when we say that "John sees a tree" our statement will be true only 

if John himself says that "I see a tree" because our saying .that 

"John sees '8 tree" and John's own assertion' that "I see a tree" 

seem to be equivalent. But for us to be entitled to assert that 

"John sees a tree" we would have to observe not only the tree but 

also that John's eyes are open and he is looking in the direction 

of the tree. That is to say, in order to be entitled to say that 

--"---- -. ----------...... 

I 
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"John sees· a tree" we not only have to observe the tree but we also 

have to observe John observing the tree; and before we can do that / 

we have to identify the person who is looking at the tree "as John.· 

But as we saw earlier, our statement that "John sees a tree" and 

John's own statement "I see a tree" are equivalent. Moreover, in 

------our statement the word "John" refers to a person so it would seem 

that in John's statement "I see a tree" the word "I", too, must 

refer to something; and that the identification of that to which 

the word "I" refers must be a necessary condition which must .be 

fulfilled in order for Smith to be entitled to say IiI see a tree". 

One could say here that it is primarily the way in which first-person 

statements are made and the "logical correspondence" .existing between 

first-person statements and third-person statements that gives rise 
~.;. 

to the problem of personal identity. For as we ssw earlier third-

person statements are in a certain sense equivalent to first-person 
. . 

statements and third-person statements are obviously about persons 

so first-pers·on statements must also be about persons. 

9. When we ask the question "What am I?" we presuppose thst I 

am something. The foregoing argument ·.tries to make this view plausible 

by showing that there is a "logical correspondence" between first-person 

and third-person statements. The argument tries to show that the word 

"I" in first-person psychological and experiential statements refers 

to a person, so that each one of us could reply· to the statement 

"What am I?" by saying that "I am a person". It should be obvious 

tha.t when we make third-person statements a reference is made to the 
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body of the peraon about whom the atatement attempts to convey SOme 

information. For the grammatical subjects of third-person statements. 

are either names or physical descriptions. In those cases where the 

rrammatical aubject of a third-person statement is a'name' the person 

to whom the name refers is identified either oy a process of point-

ing or by a process of pOinting and the substitution of a physic,al 

deacription for the name. This process, however, is completely 

reversed. in the case .of first-person psychological and experiential 

aUtements. When I make or utter first-person psychological or 

experiential statements, the grammatical subject of my statement, 

namely, the word "I" does not in any case refer to my body. It 

I ' makea no aense to say that a physfcal description could be sub-

atituted for the word "I" in my statement and yet the statement 

could continue to have the same meaning. But if all of us do make 

firat-peraon statements and are justified in doing so in the appro-

priste context snd if in all cases reference to oneself does not in-

volve reference to one's body then it would ~eem that person's are 

not bodies snd that personal identity is distinct from bodily 

identity. Thill argument. is ~leading for although the premisses 

are trull the conclusion turns out to be false. \ That is to say even 

if it i~true that in some cases reference to oneself does not in-. 

volva reference to one's body it by no means follows that personal 

idantity is logically distinct from bodily identity. The conclusion 
lr 

would only be valid if it could be shown that all of the characteris-

tica of a person are mental characteristics and thi~ is by no means 

\ . 
obvious. Even a philosophical behaviorist does not go so far as to 
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deny that .persons have minds. All that he says is that mental pro-

cesses need outward criteria such as, for example, dispositions. In 

the absence of any evidence to the contrary all that we are justifiel' 

in saying is that Some of the characteristics of a person are mental 
I ' , 
characteristics or-that some of the properti~s that belong to a per-

son are mental properties, and from this it by no means follows that 

~, 
the identity of a person could solely and adequately b,e characterized 

'~ 
in terms of 'psychological' crH~ria. 

~, , 
10. There is another view of personal. identity, a very plausible 

one, which was voiced first of all by Thomas Reid. It is the view 

that identity judgements that we make about ourselves are not 

analysable into other judgements which cannot be regarded as identity 

judgements but which serve as the basis for identity judgements about 

ourselves which we ~ke in accordance with certain criteria. In other 

words, what Reid is trying to say is that personal identity is 'real' 

rather than' fictitious'- as' Hume would have uS believe. Or to put it 

in another way, there are no criteria that we use in making identity 

jud~ements about,ourse1ves. When we were discussing the notion of a 

criterion it was seen that to specify the criteria that we use in 

applying a concept is to analyse. the concept on the basis of certain 

grounds or phenomena. And if it can be shown that there are no 

phenomena on the basis of which we make identity judgements about 

ourselves then it would follow that there are no criteria for per-

sona1 identity or that personal identHy is indefinable. Hume was 

one of the philosophers who thought that personal identity was defin-
/ 

able into the occurrence of a temporal succession of momentary states 

, .' 
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or events that are empiricslly related ,to one another in certain ways 

(by resemblance, spatio-temporal 'contiguity and so on) and that in 

making identity judgements about the persistence of a person A we' use 

. these events or states together with whatever we take as' our criterion 

or criteria. But Hume also believed that what we regard as the per-

siatence of a/ers~nA is.pot 'real' persiatence but only the occurrence 

of momentary states or what he calls pel:ceptions, so that what is 

expressed by a statement of A-identity could be expressed without the 
. 

notion'of A-identity being used at all but by a statement reporting. 

the existence of the momentary things and describing their inter-

relations. On this view one will be led to conclude that the unity,. 
"--' 

of a person ia not something which is describable in terms of the 

intrinsic unity of these perceptions but is ratli'er som~thing which 

is ,imposed by the conventions of language, and that the unity of a 

person is fictitious rather than real. 

Reid, on the other hand, held the view that unlike the iden-
, 

tity judgements tha~ we make about mat~rial objects and.other persons, 

the ident~ty judg'ements we make about ourselves are not made on the 

basis of, any criteria' so that the notion of personal identity is ,in:" 

definable and cannot be analysed into statements about phenomena. 
-'"." 

And for this reason, too, it is 'real' and not fictitious. The 

reasons which led Reid', to adopt this view wui be discussed more 

~ , 

fully in the third chapter, but it will be worthwhile to point out 

briefly what these reasons were. 

11., I think one of the factors which led Reid in this direction 

was that he saw that when we make first-person past tense memory 

/' 

" • 
i 
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, 
atatementa, it 'is not on theba&io of obsorvablo phonomena that we do 

./ 
ao. For example, if I remember that I was present yostorday whon a 

certain event occurred then I do so diroct~y and do not infor thio in 

accordance with any criteria. It would bo wrong to say that if I Bay 

that I remombor that I was pres~nt when a cilrtain .ovont occurrod I do 

80 only bocauso I first look at my body and then remembor that a body 

aimilar to mine was present whon the evont occurred and thon concludo . 

on the basis of my criteria that my body was identical with tho body 

that was present at the time,when.the event occurred. Let us look ~t 

this argument from another point of view. 
, 

It is generally recognized 

by phllospphers and held to be a conceptual truth that if I pay that 

I remember an event then I~ust have been present when the event 

occurred. My saying that I remember an event entails that I was I 
present when the. event 'occurred. And this is very different from 

saying that if I say that I relll.ember' an event then only on the basis 

of criteria can I conclude that I was present when the event occurred. 

/ 
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IDENTITY ~~ SPATIO-TEMPORAL CONTI~UITY 

1. In discussions 

been pointed out that 

of the problem of "peisonal- identity it has 
:;> 

continuity ~f character cannot constitu.te a 

10 
criterion" of p~rsonal identity. The battle is between memory 

and spatio-temporal continuity. In this chapter I wili try to 

show that an-adequate criterion of memory and an adequate criterion 
-

of spatio-temporal continuity will necessarily coincide. In other 

words it" will be shown that when'ever one criterion (i. e., of memory) 
<I 

is satisfied, so, necessarily, is the other (i.e ... the criterion of 

spatio-tempofal continuity). In order to show this/a preliminary 

discussion of the notion of identity will be necessary. In discus-

\ 
sing these problems I have relied heavily on Wiggin's monogtaph 

Identity and Spatio-temporal Con~inuitv. In what follows I shall 

attempt to discuss critically, but not unsympathetically some of 

Wiggins' central claims and arguments. There is, of -course, much 

in this monograph which I do not di'scuss. Although the first part 

of this chapter -might seem a bit abstract, it is important, nonethe-

less, for the problem of personal identity'since the results reach-
o 

ed in this part of the chapter will be crucial to a better under-

standing of the problem of personal identity. 

2. Wiggin's monograph is divided into four parts. In the first 

• 

part Wiggins makes an attempt to refut'e what he calls the "relativisation 
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thesis" (R), which many people have taken as a rationale for another 

thesis which he calls D. Now D is the thesis which says that if 

someone tells you that a is the same as b, you should always ask 

the question "the' same what as B7" In other words if someone tells 

you that a and'b are identical then you must always ask the question -, 
i 

"identical in what respect?" Furthermore, according to the thesis p, 

the meaning of an identity statement asserted to hold between two 

particulars, say, a and b, is always ambiguous unless the respect 

in which a is id~ntical with b has been specified in advance. Ac~ 

cording to Wiggins whatever the. rationale 
\ . '.1' 

nitely not the relativisati,lO thesis. 

of D may' be i) is defi

In the second p~r Wiggins 

attempts to explicate and defend the thesis D and in the process 

gives us a fo~l characterization of the notion of' substance, and 

the notion of a l substance concept. The third part is purely trans-

itional in character where the results of tne first two parts are 

summed up. In the. fourth part Wiggins applies the results of the 

first two parts to the problem of p~rsonal identity. So, ~lthough 

it is primarily the fourth part with which I am concerned, it.ob-
I , 

viously cannot be discussed in complete isolation from the first 
~ .. 

tva parts: II shall start, then, by discussing the first part. 

3. To begin with we need a brief explanation as to what is meant 

by a sortal concept or a sortal predicate. Let us suppose that there 

is an entity a. Now if a is an entity Chen it must be something 

since everything is something. So there must be an answer to the 

question "What is a7" Furthermore, the answer cannot be that "a is 

--_ .. _--- .. 

.; 
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an existent" since existence is not a predicate. We define a sor-

tal predicate as a predicate which provides an answer to the ques-

tion "what is a?" 50 for everything that exists there must be sor-

tal predicates which tell us what sort of thin~s they are that exist. 

But sortal universals or sortal ·predicates also perform another func-

tion: 

"A sortal universal supplies a principle for Ijis
tinguishing and countin~ individual particulars 
which it collects. It presupposes no antecedent 
principle, or method, of individuating the par
ticular it collects. Characterizing universals, 
on the other hand, whilst they supply principles 
of grouping, even of countin?, particulars, ~U?

ply such principles only for particulars already 
distinguished, or distinguishable, in .accordance 

. "I" with some antecedent principle or method. -

, 

With certain reservations we can say that common nouns'stand for sQr-

tal universals or sortal predicates whereas verbs and adjectives stand 

for non-sortal or characterizing universals. 

Following \o/iggins I shall let the alohabetical let:t:ers 'f' 

and 'g' etc. stand for sortal universals or concepts and the capital 

letters 'F' and 'e' stand for predicates both sortal and non-sorta!. 

Using this notation Wiggins. builds up his case against the relativi-

sation thesis. But before we state Wiggins argument against the rel-

ativisation thesis we must understand what the relativisation thesis 

says. ,What it says can be briefly stated in the follolJing way. 5up-

pose that there are two material particulars a and b. Then it follows 

from what has been said before that there will be a finite number of 
~ 

sortal universals under· which the material particulars can be indivi-, 

duated, counted and distinguished. Now, accordin~ to the relativisation 

thesis the material particular a may coincide with b when they are 

,-
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both individuated under one sortal universal and yet a might be dif-

ferent from the material particular b when the two of them are in-

di.viduated under a different sortal universal. And it is this thesis 

which is supposed to provide a rationale for the thesis D that says 

that if anyone tells you that a is the same as b or that a is iden-

tical with b then you should always ask "the same what as b?" And 
/ 

one should only rest content when one has been told the sortal un i-

versal w+th regard to which a and b are identical. So the notion 

of identity is sortal-relative, i.e., it is relative to an answer ,to 

the question "the same what as b?" Wiggins, on the other hand, thinks 

that all answers to the question whether or not a and b coincide 

when individuated under all the different sortal universals, must 

be the same, or, in other words, the concept of identity is not 

aortal-relative. 

There are two ways in which Wiggins argues his case against 

the relativisation thesis. In the first place he tries to show that 

the relativisation thesis is incompatible with Leibniz' law. We 

don't need a formal argument to show that Leibniz', law when form-

ulated in the following way 

(1) (a-b):> (F) '(Fa=Fb) 
f 

\ -,- . 

is incomptaible with the relativisation thesis, which while accepting 

the antecedent of the conditional (1) rejects the consequent. Accord-

ing to Wiggins we just can't afford to reject Leibniz' law since. it 

ia.extraordinarily difficult to find an adequate substitute for 

Leibniz' law. Also it is not clear which other law could justify 

" 

,-
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the valid, instances of the principle of intersubstitution of iden-

ticals. The only alternative is to reject the relativisation thesis. 

Secondly, Wiggins attecpts to give us putative examples of the rela-

tivisation thesis and tries to establish that each of these examples' 

"(i) violates the ,formal properties of identity if construed in a 

way favourable to Rand (ii) does not in any case have the logical 

form which i~ might seem to have, and which it would need to have 

'd 1,13 to provi e an example supporting R. , 

4. Wiggins classfies the examples which a relativist might giv,e 

into five'categories. It seems to me, however, that all these ex-

amples can be classfied in four categor~es and that the fifth cat-

egory is superfluous. 

of the relativisation 

We can, therefore, discuss only those examples 

thesis whhh fall under the (i.rst four cat-

egories. ~~reover, since all the eX?mples in anyone category are 

of the same type it will suffice for our purposes to pick one ex-

ample from each category and see whethe": or not it can be used to 

support the relativisation thesis. Before we can do this, however, 

certain gaps have to be filled. Any sortal universals denuted by, 

the letters 'f', 'g' etc. which adequately answer' ,the question "the 

same what?" for an identity-statement will be called the covering 

concept for that identity-statement and will be written under that' 

;' --'-s-tatement. Thus, for example, if the sortal universal' f' adequa,tely 

answers the question lithe same what?" for the identity-statement a-b, 

then it will be written as a-b. What Wiggins tries to do by dis"': 
f, 

cussing the various examples of the relativisation thesis is to 



shaw that· it is icpossible for a to be the sace f as b or for a 
.") 

and b to be individuated under the ~oncept but for a not to be 
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the same g as b or for a and b not to be individuated under a dif-

ferent concept g, where either a is g or b is g. 

5. Let us turn, then, to the exacples which a relativist might 

give in support of his thesL~. 

·(a) Let the letters 'a' and 'b' stand respectively for "the !lX)rn-

ing star'" and tithe evening star .. " Noy suppose the relativist says 

that the morning. star is the same planet as the evenin~ star but it 

"is not the same star as the evening star. Here it would seem that 

we had a case where the !lX)rning star and the evening star are indi-

viduated under the sortal universal 'planet' but are not individuated 
\ 

under the sortal concept 'star'. This ar~ucent, however, is mislead-

ing for neither the morninr, star nor the evening star is a star, or, 

to make it sound less paradoxica~ Venus is not a star. The second 

condition of the relativistic thesis is not. satisfied; that is to 

say, it is false that either the morning star is a star or the enemy 

star is a star. We only thought we had a case here of what the rel-

ativist is looking for because we mistakenly believed that either a 

or b is traceable in space and time under the sortal concept "star. 1I 

Consider, next, an example from the second category. 

(b) The relativist might say that Venus is not the same stat' as 

Mars. And on looking closer wemight find that ·Venus and Mars are 

not identical in any respect. This again is not what the relativist 

is looking for. Here Mars and Venus do not coincide when individuated 
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from the third category might bring us closer to ~hat the relativist 

is looking fo,;. 

". 
(c) A boy, let us call him Smith gro~s up one day to become the 

Prime Minis~er of England. He is knighted and besto~ed ~ith other 

honours so that no~ he is called, Sir Smith. The relativist, may, 

in this case point out that the boy Smith is the same human bein~ 

as "the Prioe ~inister Sir Smith but Sir Smith is not the same boy 

as Smith. Horeo\'er, he might claim that "human being," "boyll etc., 

are sortals so that the boy Smith and Sir Smith are individuated 

under the concept "human being" but are not individuated under the 

concept "boy." On closer examination, however, it turns out to be 

othe=ise. For this example to sho~ that the relativisation thesis 

is correct it ~o~ld have to show that Sir Smith" and Smith ~hen indi-

viduated under the sort"al universal "human being" coincide but Sir 

Smith and Smith when individuated under the sortal "boy" are found 

to be different. And to do this it ~ill first have to be shawn that 

Sir Smith and Smith ~ in fact individuated under the sortal con-

cept "boy." This, however, is clearly not the case Sir Smith is 

not nO~ a boy and so the question of deciding whether or not he 

coincides ~ith Smith when individuated under the sortal concept "boy" 

does not arise. This example enables Wiggins to distinguish between 

two types of sortals. The first kind he calls substance-concept 

and those which belong to the second type are called phase-sortals. 

A substance-concept is one under which a material particular can be 
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individuated or traced through space and tice at every moment 0t its 

existence; in the above e=ple, "human being" would be.a substance-

concept. A phase-sorta~on the other hand, is a sortal under which 

a material particular can be individuated only during a certain span 

of .its existence. In the above example the concept "boy" would be 

a phase-sortal. We only thought we had a case of what the relativist 

is looking for because we mistook, in the above example, a phase-

sortal for a substance-concept. It is, as Wiggins points out, sub-

stance-concepts which provide "the most fundamental kind of answer. 

to the question 'what is X?' It is the latter (one might call them 

phase-sortals) which,if we are not careful about tenses, give a false 

impression that a can be the same f as b but not the same g as b.,,14 

(d) An e=ple from the fourth category might run as follows. Sup-

pose that I possess a jug which breaks one day by accident; then 

having swept the material bits out of which the jug was composed in-

to one corner of the house I might tell someone visiting me that "that 

collection of material bits you see there is the jug you last saw 

when you came to this house." Xy meaning ought to be obvious to my 

guest. What I would in effect be saying is that the collection of 

material bits now lying in the corner are not the same as the jug 

which he last saw when he came to the house but they are the same 

material bits that he last saw when he came to the house. Now sup-

pose that I use the material oits out of which the jug was composed 

to make a coffe pot. We might then be able to say that the jug is 

the same as the coffe pot, albeit not with regard to the covering-concept 
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"utensils." but ",ith regard to the covering-concept "collection of 
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material bits." Have "'e or have "'e not here a case to satisfy the 

relativist? 1 don't think that "'e have. What this example helps 

us to do is to distinguish the "is" of identity from the "is" of 

constitution. 

If the "is" 'in the tltatement "the Jug is a collection of 

material bits" is the "is" of identity then there must b" a collection 

of material bits ",ith ",hich the jug is identical. If the jug is a 

collection of material bits then the jug and the collection of ma-, 

terial bits are one and the same thing. And if the jug and the col-

lection of material bits are one and the same thing then if 1 destroy 

one of them then I must necessarily destroy the other. ~a... if I 

destroy one of them then I destr~y the other or I don't. If in de-

stroying one of them I do not ·destroy the other then the c...o are not 

identical, their life-histories are different, and the "is" in t\;!e 

statement "the jug is the same :collection of material bits as the 

heap of fJ:'agments" is not the "is" of identity. If, on the other 

hand, in destroying one of them 1 destroy the other, that is, if in 

destroying the jug I destroy the collection of material bits then 

the example fails of truth with respect to the covering concept 

"collection of material bits" and fai·ls as an example of ",hat the 

relativist is looking for. Nevertheless it is true to say of the 

jug that it is a collection of material bits although it is not true 

to say that it is (predicatively) a collection of material bits. So 

the "is" must be the "is" of constitution and not of identity. 
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6. S~rprisingly enough, while discussing cases of relativity 

Wiggins overlooks what seems to be the most plausible case of this 

sort. However, given the ~terial that Wiggins has placed at our 
/' 

disposal I believe that it is possible to deal with these cases. 

An example may help to illustra"te what I mean. Suppose I say (A) 

"That piece of bronze on the table is the statue I told you about.!' 

Here it would seem that we had a case of relativity. For I can des-

troy the statue and hammer the bronze into another statue" in which 

case we would have here a different statue but the same bronze. If , 

we reject the relativisation thesis then the problem arises as to 

how we are going to construe the "is" in (A). The "is" in (A) 

does not seem to mean Jlconst1tute" or "make up". For while the 

statue is composed of bronze and of a particular portion or quantity 

of bronze it does not seem correct to say that it is composed of a 

piece of bronze. And still less is it correct to say that the piece 

of bronze is composed of a statue. The important difference between 

these cases and those where the flis" may be interpreted 'as the "is" 

of constitution appears to be that a relationship of this ,ort un-

like the relationships "composed of" or "constitutes" is symmetrical. 

We don't have to look very far to see 'mat sort of a relation-

ship this is. For while neither the statue nor the bronze are com-

posed of each other both of them are composed of the very same matter 

(i.e., the same bit of matter). It is very easy to confuse this re-

lationship" with identity". If two material particula::s a and bare 

composed of the very same matter at time tl then they will necessarily 
\ 
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be indiscernibl~_~. But it does not follow from this.that a could 

not have come into existence earlier than b (which would have beem 

impossible if it was a relation of identity), or that b may not cease 
--

to exist earlier than a even thou~h at time tl both of them are in

discernible. Although Wiggins does not come out and explicitly s~ . 

80, yet this is the type of relationship that he asserts to hold ~ 
between a pe~son and his body. 

7. The second part of Wiggins monograph is by far the most im-

portant and also the most difficult. Having rejected the relativir 

sation thesis which could have offered good grounds for the doctrine 

D, Wiggins is now forced to ask what the rationale of D might be if 

it has any rationale at all. Doctrine D, it will be remembered, 

asserts that an identity statement between two material particulars 

is ambiguous unless it is clearly stated in what respect the two 

particulars are identical. The second part of WiRgins' memo graph 

is itself divided into- two pares. In t:,e first part Wiggins tries 

to show that thesis D reflects a truth of logic and in the second 

part he applies this result to identity statements about material 

particulars. 

According to Wiggins any identity-statement whioh asserts the 

identity relation to hold between a and b must presuppose an answer 

to the question what a and b are. At the beginning of this chapter 

we saw that Borta! predicates by definition answe, the question what 

a and b are. So now the problem arises as to what conditions a sor-

tal predicate or universal must fulfil in order to adequately answer 
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the question what a and b sre. In clarifying this question the role 

of these sortal predicates in the theory of individuation will also 

be clarified. In discussing the example from the third category 
J 

we mentioned that phase-sortals are to be distinguished from sortal 

universals. what we will do now is to show that it is possible to 

give a formal characterization of the notion of a subst"nce-eonC't'!:p't--

-------------or sortal universal which wilLallo,rustOdistinguish it from a 
-----------------

phase-sortal. 

8. One way to characterize a sortsl-concept formally is to sho~ 

that it must be used as a covering concept for identity statements 

snd also by drawing out the consequences of this view. It was men-

tioned above that since everything is something, an identity relation 

":~., Whteh holds between two material particulars a and b must presuppose 

so answer to the' ques,tion what a and b are. This, however, in no 

way implies that there are sortal universals as distinct from phase-

sortals under which a and b (in the identity-statement a-b) will be 

individuated. For it is very well possible that the continuants 

a and b fall under a succession of phase-sortals throughout the 

whole period of their existence. It is not necessary that they 

should both be individuated under a sortal universal during the whole 

.--

span of their ,existence. Let us call the thesis that says that a con-

tinuant falls under a succession of phase-sortals during the whole 

span of its existence the thesis (Di). And let us call the thesis 

which says that a continuant is individuated under a sortal universal 

throughout the whole period of its existence, the thesis (Dii). 

" 

• 
\ 
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Tvo steps· are needed to establish the thesis (DU). The first step 

involves the r:J;gni.\iono; the fact that all phase-sortals are 

restrictions. of a sorryl universal. And secondly, wI! need to es-

tablish the fact that two different sortal universals which individuate 

one and the same thing at.two different· times tl and t2 are themselves 

restrictions of an eVen more general sortal. The position can be 

clarified further by means of the example which we discussed from 

the third category. The persin Smith in that example w~s)a boy and 

later became the Prime Minister of England. But apart from being 

a boy and the Prime }linister of En~land he could also have been a 

married man, a father of two children and a minister in the cabinet. 

So during the whole phase of his existence he falls under a succes-

slon of phase-sortals, namely, "boy", "Prime Minister", "father of 

two children" etc. F.urthermore, these phase-sortals only individuate 

him at a given period of his existence, so that he is not individuated 

by anyone of these-sortals throughout the whole period of his existence. , 
Given this example, our problem can be formulated in the following 

way. We have to show, first of all, that all the phase7sortals that 

apply to Smith, i.e., II Boy" , llmarried oman" etc. are restrictions of 

an even more general sortal (such as "animal"). 
" 

9. We can establish our first step which is needed for the thesis 

(Dii) in the follOwing way. ~egin with, it should be noted that 

having rejected the relativisation thesis we are not .entitled to set 

up a situation which can be represented schematically in the following·way. 

\ 
\ 
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a f b 

Here a and' b are individuated under the phase-sortal f; band d 
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are individuated under th~ phase-sortal f and band c are indivi

duated under the phase-sortal fl and (g) (c;d). In other words, 

our acceptance of Leibniz' law and our. rejection.of the relativi-

aation thesis forbids a situation where ~'o material particulars a 

and b comic1de when individuated under a phase-iiortal (say "boy"). , .' 

b coincides with another material particular d when individuated un-

der the same phase-sortal and b coincides with another material par-

ticular when.individuated under a different phase-sortal (say "dunce"). 

such that the two material particulars c and d do not coincide when 

individuated under any phase-sortal. So nOw if we can prove that a 

does not coincide with b under the phase-sortal f. that b does not 

coincide with c under the phase-sortal fl and c does not coincide /. 

. '11 1 11 
with d under the phase-sOrtal f etc. unless f. f • f are all re-

strictions of one and the same general concept. we would have establish-

ed (01i). Schematically -we can project the situation' in the following 

way 

'. 

-. .,. . 
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Where we have to show that the phase-sortals f, fl, fll, •••• are 

all restrictions of a more general concept. To establish (Dii) we 

'have to establish the following thesis. 

(I) 
1 

If two sortals or phase-sortals f and f are successively or 

8imultaneo~sly satisfied by a single thing, that is, are satisfied 

,by it in such a way that the f-phase and the fl-phase of the ik.ing;'s 

existence are temporally adjacent but not overlapping or'wholly or 

parti311Y coincide, then f and fl must be restrictions of some com-

mon sortal universal. 

Wiggins argument for this thesis' is very puzzling and difficult 

to comprehend. What I shall do is state another argument for (I) which 

is different from the argument offered by Wiggins. Let us consider 

this argucent. 5up~ose that an f-phase of some things existence is suc-

ceeded by its 1 f -phase and that the f ceases to be an f. There is a 

distinction to be made here bet\..leen 
I 

something which is an f being re-

placed by something 
, 1 

which is an f and something which is an f con-

tinuing 1 to ~ as an f. 50 the question arises what condit.ions 

must be satisfied for sQmething which is an f to be identical with 

something that is fl. We can mark this distinction by means of the 

following scheme. ( 

J 
-1 
f 

J 

1 In this scheme the f -phase of a's existence is adjacent to the f-

phase Qf its existence. The f-phase' of a' s existence ceases when' 
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1 
the material particular b appears and it is here that b's f -phase 

begins. The question arises whether the caterial particular b is 
, 

different from the material particular a, i.e., whether b is a par-
i 

ticular which bas replaced a when its f-phase ends or whether the 
!' I 

particular b is identical with the p~rticular a, and if so what con-

ditions have to be satisfied for b to be identical with a. We can 
- ' 

sbarpen the issue in the following way. Let us suppose that there 

1 
is a g-phase of something which coincides with the f -phase at the 

beginning b~t diverges later on. Now since the g-phase and the fl_ 

~..;:~: 
phase are not identical the question arises ,which ,phase continues 

the existence of a till b and then through till ,c. It is clear that 

"the answer would depend on whether f and fl restrict the same general 

sortal or whether f and g restrict a cotmlX)n sortal universal. In 

other words a is identical with b which is identical with c if and 

only if the f a:ld fl'-phase of their existence are restrictions of 

the same sortal universal. The only way in which a would be iden-

tical with.c is if they both possessed a common criterfon of iden-

tity. In this case it would consist in tracing through time the 

1 underlying sortal universal of which both the f and f -phases are 

restrictions. ' ~~reover this is the reason why it will be a concep-

tual t~th that the principle of tracing a and b through time during 

" 
the f-phase will be the same as the principle of tracing band c 

th=,ugh time during their ~-phase. 

10. The second step in establishing the thesis (Dii) is to show 

, , 

\ , , . 
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that a s~tuation which can be represented schematically in the fol-

lowing way is logically impossible. 

. , 

fa 

where 
1 f, f and 11 fare phase-sortals which are restricted by the 

more general concepts gl and hI' but where gl and hI are mutually 

disjoint, so that while gl is restricted by the underlying ultimate 

sortal g, hI is not so restricted. 

Given o.ur acceptance of Leibniz' law and given our rej ection 

of the relativisation thesis the. proof is almost trivial. For given 

the notion of branching that we have represented schematically in 

the foregoing.diagram it should be possible for an object a to be 

classified as fl and to coincide with under the concept gl and also 

for it to be classfied as fl and to incide with c under the sortal 

hI' where (g) (b~c). But we hav ejected the relativisation thesis 

and therefore we are forced to reject the foregoing way of branching. 

It should be pointed out that the foregoing proof is useless to any-

one who does not accept Leibniz law. 

• • 

.' 

., 
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11. We are now able. to understand how a material particular a or 

b be characterized. For that which is needed to understand what sort 

of an object a or b is, is just what is needed to understand the 

statement "trace a and trace b and see whether they turn out to co

incide with on;' another." We saw that this was the case when dis

cussing the firs't step by means of which we established the thesis 

(Oii) • Ho·reover we saw that we could not trace a in space and time 

w:l.thout possessing a classification f (where f is either a sor.tal or 

a restriction of some sorta! if it is a phase-sortal) of a which 

would enable us to identify a; to pick out and distinguish a from 

other things around a; to reidentify a; and to specify what changes 

a can undergo without ceasing to be a. . It is quite clear that f does 

provide us with a criterion for these four conditions and hence a 

criterion for understanding the statement "trace a and trace band 

see whether they coincide." Not much J10re is needed to understand 

what kind of objects a.and b are. Summing up we can say that any 

concept whicn purports to answer the question "ls a the same as b?" 

must prOVide us with a principle of tracing a and b through space 

and time to see whether they coincide and must, at the same time, 

preserve Leibniz' law. 

12. We can, at this stage, apply the results at which we have ar-

rived to the problem of personal identity. One thing which we should 

be able to establish is that no correct memory criterion of personal 

identity can clash with a bodily criterion of persona! identity, 
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where bodily criterion can be / regarded as a kind of spatio-temporai 

criterion for persons. That on the view we have taken this will nec-

cessarily be the case can be seen from the following passage quoted 

from lIiggins. 

"The spatio-temporal criterion and memory criterion 
(of personal identity), when it is founded on the 
notion of cause, uniform and regulate one· another , 
reciprocally •.. For the notion of spatio-temporal 
continuity is quite ecpty until we say continuity 
under what concept ..• And •.• we cannot specify 
the right concept without mention of the behaviour, 
characteristic functioning and capacities of a per
son, including ·the capacity to remember some suf
ficient amount of his past. It is this character-· 
istic functioning which gives the relevant kind of 
spatio-temporal·continuity for the kinds of parcel 15 
of matter we individuate when we individuate persons." 

What is essential to personal identity, on this view, is not bodily 

continuity as such, but rather the continuity of a person's "life 

and vital functions." From the scientific point of view a func-

tional characterization of individuals would confer on the human 

brain the role of being the "individuating nu'cleus" of a person, 

and for this reason it is possible that owing to brain transplanta-

tion the same person should have different bodies at different times. 

For us it is not logically necessary that the brain should be the 

individuating nucleus of a person but it is true that some parcel 

of matter should have this role. For as Wiggins points out the no-

tion of a person should be analysed in such a way that-

"Coincidence under the concept person logically 
required the continuance in one organized parcel 
of all that was causally sufficient and causally 
necessary to the continuance of essential and 
characteristic functioning, no autonomously suf
ficient part achieving autonomous and functionally 
seperate existence. "l 
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Wiggins' reason for holding the view that personal identity involve~. 

"continuance in one organized parceL •• etc." is that he thinks, and ~ 

rightly so, that only by including this requirement in a memory cri-

terion can we make it such as to exclude, logically, the possibility 

of what he calls 'splitting'. That is, of there being two persons 

existing at one time who both satisfy the criterion for being iden-

tical with a single person existing at an earlier time. What we 

need now is a concrete example which will show how an adequate mem-

ory criterion and a satisfactory spatia-temporal contin~ity criterion 

will necessarily coincide. Let us suppose the existence of two per-

sons A and B. Then we can offer the following sufficient condition 

of personal identity. Let R be.the causal relationship between B's 

memories, abilities and so on and A's past life. B's memories, 

abilities! etc. stand in the relationship R to A's past life and 

if there is no one other than! whose memories, abilities, etc. stand 

in the relationship R to A's past life then B is the same person as 
/ 

A. Now this condition presupposes that we already have a necessary 

condition of personal identity that we can use to establish that 

there ·does not exist someone other than B whose memories, abilities, 

etc. bear the same relationship R to A;s past life. And we already 

have this condition; for someone, say, X ig other than B if X and 

B occupy different places at the same time. Or, in other words, B 

and X are different, if, when traced in space and time under f the 

two are seen not to coincide (where f is either a sortal or a re-

Btriction of some sortal if it is a phase-sortal). It seems, then, 

• 
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that we can use a memory criterion of personal identity and logically 

exclude 'splitting' only be presuppbsing "the continuance in one or

ganized parce1 .•. etc." And this entails that causal claims be spatio

temporally continuous since they link memories with remembered actions 

and experiences. 

13. What remains to be specified is what on this view would the 

concept person be a restriction of. We cannot simply say that a 

person is a restric.tion of the more general sortal universal "animal ll
• 

For then we will be faced with a bodily criterion of personal iden

tity which I have tried to show ,is not by itself an adequate cri

terion of personal identity. Since the only individuative force 

of "animal" when it is regarded simply as a 1ivinr. body is bod~ con

tinuity. So a person"i11 have- to be different from just an animal 

conceived of as a living body. We can, however, conceive the con

cept of person to be a restriction of the sortal universal which is 

a special kind of animal. In other words, a person would be the 

restriction of an animal which had certain biological capacities 

and among them we can include the capacity for experience - memory 

and other capacities such as sufficient self-awareness etc. As long 

as we can specify that the concept of person is a restriction of a 

peculiar kind of animal with various functional abilities and'ca

pacities there should be no confusion at all between this kind of 

animal and those animals 'which are simply equated with a living-body. 



TIlREE / 

MEHORY AND PERSONAL IDENTITY 

1. "It was seen in the last chapter that an adequate theory of 

pe~sonal identity can be constructed Onl~~y adopting a satisfactory 

memory-criterion, a criterion which takes into account the "fact that 

memory is a causal notion. In this chapter an attempt will be made 

to show how an inadequate memory-criterion can lead philosophers to 

offer a misleading account of personal identity. " For the most part 

I shall confine myself to a discussion of the thesis which has been 

held by Shoemaker, but in the process of doing so I hope to offer a 

17 of the causal theory of memory. brief account 

~heof ~ 

the claims made by Shoemaker is that first-perso~ past 

tense memory statements are imnnine to a certc;tin sort. of error, an 

error through misidentification in away in which statements of other 

18 persons about our past histories are not. In other words, if I-

utter a statement such as "I did action A" and if my statement is 

based on memory and my memory is accurate then it cannot be the case 

that I am mistaken about the fact that it was! that performed action 

A. On the other hend, if I accuse someone else of stealing my watch, 

that is, if I say that "This is the man who stole my watch yesterday" 

then even if my statement is based on my memory and my memory is 

accurate, I could still be mistaken about the fact that the man in 

front of me is the man who stole my watch yesterday. For it could 

- 42 -
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turn out to be the case that the man in f~ont of ' me nov is the identical 

r 
tvin of the man who stole my vatch yesterday and is not in fact the man 

who stole ~y vatch yesterday. Shoemaker's reason for thinking that 

first-person past tense memory statements are immune to error through 

misidentification is that ve don't use any criteria of identity in 

making these statements so that the question of misapplying these 

criteria Goes not arise, since there are no criteria in the first 

place. This position can be explicated further in the folloving vay. 

2. Shoemaker distinguishes tvo types of memory statements. There 

are, first of all, memory statements which describe what the speaker 
, 

remembers. If a statement of this type turns out to be false ve can 

say that the person who made this statement misremembered. The second 

type of memory statements.are those which do not describe what a per-

Bon remembers, but are rather conclusions from ~hat is remembered. 

And if a statement of this type turns out to be false then it does 

not follow that the person who made this statement misremembered, but 

that he drew the wrong conclusions from what he remembered. Anyone 

vbo thinks that first-person past tense memory statements are based 

on criteria of identity must think that such statements are based on 

memory in the second of the above senses. Let us borrow an example 

from Shoemaker of a first-person past tense memory statement, Le., 

the statement "I broke a window yesterday". This statement implies 

the persistence of an object through time, that is, what it asserts 

is that the person who broke the vindow yesterday is identical with 

me. But the persistence of an object cannot be known solely on the 
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basis o~ memory. When we assert that something existing at time tl is 

identical with something existing at time t
2

, memory can tell us of the 

existence of things asserted to be identical, but the assertion that 

these two things are identical cannot itself be based on memory; it 

must, it seems be an inference from the data of sense and memory, that 

can be justified only in terms of the criteria of identity. And if 

criteria of identity are involved in ma~~~ me~~IY-statements of the 

second type then it seems we must have direct access to facts that 

are criteria for the truth of such judgements. 

3. Shoemaker's criticism is directed against'the view that memory-

statements of the second type are grounded in a criterion of identity. 

According to him, these statements are not judgements of identity at 

all though they do imply the pers~stence of a pers~ through time, 

therefore, not the kind of statements whose truth ~n be supported 

and 

by 

facts to which the individual who makes such statements has direct 

access. Shoemaker's argument, though not very clear, can be briefly 

stated as follows. Shoemaker presupposes that only where a judgement 

of identity can be questioned, that is, only where a question about a 

judgement of identity can sensibly be asked, are we entitled to make 

a judgement of identity. Keeping this in mind let uS examirie the 

statement "I br'oke a window yesterday", made by someone who regards 
, 

it as a memory'statement. It cannot be the case that the person who 

makes this statement first knows that someone broke the window and 

then discovers that the person who broke the window was himself. If 

what the person remembers is that he broke the window yesterday then 
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for him the question "Am I the person who broke the window yesterday?" 

is meaningless or rather is a question which cannot be~aised. For the 

person who makes the statement "I broke a window yesterday" to doubt 

whether he was the person who broke the window 'yesterday ,would be for 

him to doubt his memory, and therefore doubt whether the action was 

done at all. 

Let, us examine the argument from 'another point of view. Normally ------
we use the word "remember" in such a way that it would be self-contradictory 

to say "I remember such and such' s being the case even though I wasn' t 

present when it happened and was unaware of its occurrence at the time". 

This point is usually expressed by saying that it is a necessary truth 

that if a person remembers an ev~~t then he must have been a witness to 

the event. Now Shoemaker is arguing against the view that this neces-

sary truth abou~ry. that if a_p.erson remembers an event he must 

have been a/w~ness to it, lends support. to the view that memory facts 

constitute the crit."'_~_l,[eJlSe-in--makillg past tense statements about 

ourselves. As we have seen if first-person past tense statements are 

bised on the ~riterion of identity they must be conclusions from what 
• <. 

is remembered and not merely reports of what is remembered. Since a 

person cannot remember that':an event occurred in the past and not have 

been present 

breaking the 

when the event occurred, the statement "I remember some0e, 

window yesterday, II entails ,the statement If I 'W,as present . 

yesterday when the front window was broken". This latter statement 

being a first-person past tense statement would have to be grounded on 

a criterion of personal identity. However, this statement is not a con-

elusion from what I know about someone. who existed in the past. What I 

;·1 , 
" , " 
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know about the past, in the case we are considering, is what I remember, 

but this statement is not a conclusion_from what I remember at all. It 

i8 entailed by the proposition that I remember a certain past .eve~t, but 

it is not itself a conclusion from any of the facts that I remember about 

the event. According to Shoemaker, then, in making first-person past 

tense memory statements the speaker does not identify a remembered self 

as himself and therefore the question of how he makes ~his identifica-

tion does not arise. 

According to Shoemaker, then, memory provides us with a direct 

access to our own identities. This point is further clarified in an 

19 article entitled On Knowing Who One Is. There he says, "each of us 
------ -

has, in memory, a kind of acceSs to his ·own past history which no other 

than himself can have. The stateme"ts-we-make about our own past his-._---tories are not infallible, but they are immune to one sort of error 

to which statements of other persons about our own past histories are 

not; they are immune to what might be called error through misidenti~~ 

fication. Shoemaker takes this fact about the notion of memory to be 

essential to the concept of a person. For he holds that if we did not 

have the special access to our own pasts no purposive behaviour would 

be possible and purposive behaviour is, of course, central to the notion 

of a person. Whether or not the special access theory of personal 

identity is correct and is essentially relevant to the notion of a 

person, the question to ask is what is its connection with the view 

that memory is a "constitutive factor" of personal identity or that 

it is the criterion of personal identity? 

The connection becomes clear, according to Shoemaker, if we 
\ 

, , .. . . : 

.j 
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consider two facts about memory. The first is that if a person remembers 

an event at all, whether it is an action performed by the person himself 

or an action performed by someone else or an event that is not the action 

of B:,Ilyone then it follows that the person who remembers all thi's must 

have witnessed the event at the time of its occurrence. This fact 

about memory, along with another fact about memory, namely, that it is 

a causal notion, should, Shoemaker thinks, lead us naturally to the con-, . 

elusion that memory is "constitutive" of personal identity. All this 

seems fair enough, and the usual objection to this view can easily be. 

disposed of. It might b.e objected, for example, that if "constitutive 

of" personal identity meanS'a necessary condition of personal identity 

then Shoemaker is bound to run into difftculties. For, it might seem 
) 

that, a person can suffer a total loss of memory of all his past life 

without thereby ceasing to be either a 'person' or to be identical 

with a 'person'. Such a 'person' could still speak a language and 

communicate thoughts to other persons, and retain his character fairly 

intact. It would be absurd either to refuse to call him a person, or 

to deny his identity with the person with whom he is.bodily continuous. 

L • 

Let us see why this case is not possible, i.e., why it is not possible 

to continue to call someone a person if he suffers a total lapse of 

memory. 

4. The view that memory affords special access to one's identity is 

the feature of the concept of memory that makes the very notion of a 

person applicable at all. It is a necessary fact about the concept of 

a person that it applies only to creatures which engage in "purposive 
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behaviour". In elaborating this point I shall confine my exami:,ation 

. 21 
to corrigible first-person memory statements. It is Shoemaker's view 

that it is necessarily true that if first-person memory statements are 

sincerely asserted then they are generally_.true, For, a primary cri-

/ terion of determining whether a person understands the meaning of the 

word flremember", a word which occurs in memory statements is whether 

a person can under normal circumstances use this word to make confi-

dent memory claims, which are generally true. So that if a person's 

confident memory claims turn out to be false most of the time, it 

would follow not that he had an exceptionally bad' memory but that he 

had not understood the meaning of those words which occur in memory 

statements. It follows that if it is only a contingent fact, which 

could .be otherwise, that sincere memory statements are generally true 

then we would have no way of understanding what other persons mean by 

'," 
the word "rememberll, etc. which occur in memory statements and no way 

of knowing that what we mean by those words is what others mean by 

them. And clearly this. is not possible. 

According to Shoemaker 'it is not a psychological but rather a • 

logical fact that we cannot help regarding memory statements as con-

stituting knowledge. For suppose it was the case that I had established 

empirically that my confident memory statements are 'generally ,.true; and 

suppose I have done it on the basis of memory. How have I done it? ., 
Since what I wish to establish is that confident memory claims are 

.', :.:.,:-

generally true, I must, until I have established it"assume that"for all 

I know my confident memory statements are generally false. And I must 

start by assuming that I only ~ to remember certain things. But .' 
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this knowledge is not of much use to me·since in determining whether 

my confident memory statements are generally true or generally false, 

I am, in the first instance, trying to do so by tleans of memory and 

so presupposing the very thing which I wanted to establish. If, 

therefore, I am unable to establish the fact that i~ is only contin-

g~tly true that my tlemory beliefs are generally true, on the basis 
'. 

of memory thep there appears to be no way in which I could establish 

it. And since.A am justified hi ,asserting certain facts on ;~e basis 

of mecory and since it is not t~e case that I have established empiri-

'" cally that I am justified in doing so then the only possibility is 

" that it is logically true that-my memory statements are generally 

true ~d that it is neJessarily rather than contingently true that my 
j 

memory statements are generally true. 
/ 

5. If we still ask how it is possible to make such· statements at 

the appropriate occasions then the only·answer possible is that it is 

an essential part of human'nature that enables us to make such state-

ments. Hums.n beings are capable of being so trained that they acquire 

a certain ability to make assertions only under the,appropriate circum-

stances. It is not, however, necessary that they first establish the 

fsct that the conditions are satisfied which enable them to make the 

statement. Though some linguistic expressions' are 9ften learnt in 

this way, it is more often the case that human beings naturally respond 

in a certain way without always being trained to do so. And in most 

cases it is this natural ability of human beings to respond in a par-

ticular way to a particular situation that makes training possible: 
'C 

''':'-. 
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An example. of this. would be the'fact that different~n beings 

respond in the same way to the same training in the use of language • 

. A machine could utter the statement "I broke a window yesterday", 

but by doing so it could not be said to assert a meaningful state-

ment since the condition~which yould have to be fulfilled before 

such statements are made, would not have been f~filled. We can, 

at this stage, make the distinction Yhich has already been referred 

to, between things yhich look like human beings in the sense that 

they have the phY$ical characteristics of human beings, and human 

. beings. It is, however, important to realize that this is a con-

ceptual distinction Yhich is to be used only to explain that things 

Yhich have the physical charscteristics of human beings can utter 

verds which sound like memory statements without being regarded as 

true memory statements. On the other hand, to be a human being 

involves hsving the ability to make true memory statements about 

one's past without evidence. It is part of our "form of life", 

to use Wittgenstein's expression, that we do not normally demand 

from a person whom we regard as a human being evidence of tr.eir 

being able to make true memory statements. 

6. We have seen that in the case of first-person memory state-

menta like "I broke the window yesterday", it is not the case that 

I first know that someone broke the window.yesterday and then dis-

cover empirically that that person Yho broke the window yesterday 

". 
is me. If Yhat I remember is that I broke the window yesterday • 
then the question "Am I the person who broke the window yesterday?" 

.I 
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is senseless. This only means that I do not make the statement "I 

broke the vindow yesterday", after observing certain correlations 

between what I say and the facts which could be taken as evidence 

for the truth of my statement. In the case of third-person memory 

statements we accept the memory testimony of another person not by 

inferring something ·about the person's past from his present be-

haviour and not by establishing correlations between what the per-

son says and the facts which could serve as evidence for the truth 

oJ his statements "but as sharing the uninferred knowledge he has 

of his past; one accepts his memory statements almost as if they 

_ were one's own. ,,22 But someone =y still object that it is just 

a contingent or ac~idental fact that we take for granted memory 

statements which may not be taken for granted by a race of human 

beings who are more rational than we are. This, however, is not 

only not the case but it could not be the case. It cannot be the 

case that we do not regard the utterances· of other persons who may 

be more rational than we are as memory claims because we have 

obs~ed certain correlations in their behaviour. In exceptional 

circumstances we could, of course, question the fact whether what 

a person is uttering is a memory claim. But unless we have definite 

grounds for thinking otherwise we must regard other human beings as 

speaking the same language that we are speaking without having any 

empirical justification for doing so. 

Suppose I start from the position that no one else other than 
.. 

myself can speak the language that I speak and then try to disc,?ver 

empirically that the sounds which other human beings utter are in fact 

:i 
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memory cla:!-ms. To do this I would have to rely on my memory. I would 

have tb remember that a particular person said something, and retlem~er-

ing this I would have to look for the acts which I could take for evi-

dence for the truth of his statement. But my memory could be tDistaken. 

For there is a distinction between remembering a past event and only 

seeming to remember it. And in order for there to be such a distinc-

tion it must be possible for us to check by means of the testimony of 

other persons whether what we remember is something which we only seem 

to remember. The testimony of other persons, however, would not be 

available to me since I have not-yet discovered whethet-the utterance 

of other persons are to be regarded as m8Dory claims. But if I cannot 

check on my memory by means of the testimony of other persons then there 

is no way in which I can do so. It cannot be said that I know that one 

of my memories is mistaken by comparing it with my other memories. For 

in order to-do so I would have to have knowledge of the world, that is, 

knowledge of causal laws, etc. becaus~ to say that memories conflict 

means th_at the conjunction of them is incompatible with the general 

truth I know about the world. Just by referring to memories we can 

never say that one set of memories conflict with another. 

7. The foregoing argument has shown that a person who capnot rely 

on his own memory claims is incapable of purposive behavior and pur-

posive behaVior, is, of course, essential to the notion of a person. 

The arguments that ,we have given so far are essentially those pro

poUnded by Shoemaker; but while agreeing with Shoemaker that a person 

who loses his memory ceases to engage in purposive behavior I disagree 

/ 
/ 
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with him in so far as he claims that in memory ve have a special access 

to our past, an access which is imcune to a certain sort of error, i.e., 

an error through misidentification. In other words, granted that in 

order for a creature to be capable of knowledge of any sort at all, he 

must have memory knowledge of experiences as experiences of his own, I 

would still like_to question the fact as to vhy memory of such experiences 

should be immune to error by misidentification. In the process a brief 

account of the causal theory of memory vill be given. 

8. Let us exsmine Shoemakei~s c~aim that our memory knowledge of 

our own experiences are immune to an error through misidentification. 

Nov it seems to me that this is not at all obvious. Imagine the situa-

tion where tva creatures on a planet communicate their thcughts by 

means of mutual contact of their hands. The way in which these crea-

tures differ from human beings is that their memories can on contact 

of their bodies branch out into another's body. This 'mutual contact 

of the creatures' bodies can be interpreted as public language. Accord, 
ingly their language of memory is such that it does not make it natural 

for them to assume that in memory they have an infallible access to 

their own identity. If anyone of the creatures claims to remember an 

experience then neither he nor his fellow creatures will assume that , 

,if his memory claim is accurate, there is no question of his going 

wrong whether he or someone else had the experience. It might be 

objected as to how a creature cnn communicnte his memory knowledge 

without an accompanying belief about whose memory knowledge it was. 
I 

Since for the creature it is/supposed to be an open question, when 
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he remembers an experience, whether he or someone-else had it, it 

should presumably be an open question whether, when he claims to 

remember an experience, he believes that he himself had the exper-
. 

ience or someone else had it. And this, it may be objected is not 

possible. 

We can suppose that when the creature remembers an experience 
/ 

which W8S his own"it is generally the case that his memory exper-

ience is accompanied by a belief that he himself had the experience. - . 
On the other hand, when he remembers'an experience which was not his 

own it is usually the case that his representation of the experience 

is not accompanied by any beliefs as to whether he or anyone else had 

the experience. But these are not necessary features of the creatures' 

memories. For, it could well happen in any particular case that when 

a creature remembers an event which he himself witnessed his memory 

is not accompanied by any belief that he witnessed the event or by 

any mental representation of himself witnessing it. That such belief 

or representation is not an essential part of remembering is convinc-

ingly argued by Martin and Deutscher in their article entitled , 

Remembering. One of their arguments run as follows: 

"Suppose that someone asks a painter to paint an 
imaginary scene. The painter agrees to do this and, 
taking himself to be painting some purely im'aginary 
scene, paints a detailed picture of a farmyard, in
cluding a certain coloured and shaped house, various 
people with detailed features, particular items of 
clothing, and so on. His parents then recognize 
the picture as a very accurate representation of a 
scene which the painter,saw just once in his child
hood. The figures and colours are as the painter 
ssw them only once on the farm which he now depicts. 
We may add more and more evidence to force the con
clusion that the painter did his work by no mere 
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accident. Although the painter sincerely believes 
that his work is purely imaginary, and represents f 

no real scene, the amazed observers have all the 
evidence needed to establish that in fact he is 
remembering a scene from childhood. What other 
explanation could there be for his painting being, , 
110 like what he has seen?,,23 

( 

ss 

/' There is another way of looking at this argument. It happens frequently 

~at people are able to remember an event which occurred in the past 

without bo=lie\'!ng that it did in fact occur in the past. If it was 

impossible to remember without believing that one remembers then people 

would be saved the embarrassment of thinking that they were narrating 

something which happened in the past for the first time even though 

they themselves had been told about the event which occurred in the 

past by someone else. Belief, therefore, is not a necessary feature 

of memory. Furthermore, the claim that in memory one necessarily has 

access to one's own identity cannot be correct. The memory of an 

experience, to put it ~ery crudely, mus: be caused by the having of 

the experience in the past. This implies that the experience and the 

memory of it must stand in a certain spatio-temporal relationship, 

namely, the relationship entailed by the kind of causality involved 

in the notion of memory. And this is guaranteed, as we saw in the 

. last chapter, by the spatio-temporally continuous human body. There 

is no guarantee that some of the causal chains involved in memory 

may not branch out, thus eliminating the infallibility associated 

with first-person memory statements. In the case of the creatures 

who communicate their thoughts by the mutual contact of bodies we $ 

still have to show how this might be possible, in order to eliminate 

the impossibility of error through misidentification. But before 
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doing that. I shall briefly enumerate the criteria which must be ful-

filled if we are to say of someOne that he is remembering~ 

9. The first criterion is that if the thing or event which is 

represented later on by the person is public then the person who 

represents it later on must have observed what he now represents. 

If, on the other hand, the thing or ev nt was private then it must 

have been his' own-. The. second criteri can be deduced from the 

first. It says that, within certain I its of accuracy. the person 

who experienced a past event or tn.~~~,ould be able to represent 
• 

it in the future. Furthermore the experience of the thing or event 

must be operative in producing a state or states in a person and 

that state or states must be finally operative in enabling the 

person concerned to represent his experience of the past event or 

thing. In the case in which a person is prompted, the experience 

of the past event or thing must be operative in producing the state 

or successive states in him which are finally operative in produc-

ing his representation of the past event or thing in the circum-

stances in which he is prompted. And finally, we can say that the 

experience which a person has 'must be "stored" (to speak metaphorically) 

in order for him to be able to represent that experience at a later 
/' 

date. It is not necessary for our presen.t purposes to understand 

from a physiological point of view the notion of a memory trace. 

It is enough to understand that there is some sort of a structural 

analogy between the storage of experience via the memory-traces and 

experience itself. 

i 
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Th~ fourth criterion is meant to exclude cases like the follow-

:Lng. Suppose a man (let us call him John) has an accident. After he 

recovers from the accident he narrates it to one of his friends (let 

WI call hiOl'. Jack). Sometime later John is involved in another acci-

dent,in which his memory of a period in the past, including his memory 

of the first accident; is erased. When Jack finds out that John no 

longer remembers anything cbnnected in anyway with the first'accident 

he tells John those details which John had told Jack in the period 

between the first and the secofid accident. Now Jack knows that even 

after he has imparted the details of the first accident to John, 

John does not remember the first Qc~ident. And the reason why he 
, 

knows this is that although John is now. able to recount jhe details 

of the first 'accident, the experience that he underwent at the time 

of the accident is not operative in him to produce the representation 

of the ac,cident tn or after the circumstances in which he has been 

prompted by Jack. So just being able to recount an event after one 

has been prompted about it is not enough to say that a person who 

has been prompted is remembering (given, of course, the fact that 

it is possible to determine independently of what the person is 

represe~ting, whether the representation is the result of the 

operationof,a successive set of states starting with the experience 

which he is supposed to be representing). 

10. What needs to be explained at this stage is how the creatures 

who communicate their. thoughts or memories by the mutual contact of 

their bodies can remember without being immune to the error through 

! 
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misidentification. We may suppose that the creature's memory impres-

sions have certain more or less regular phenomenal accompaniments 

which do not involve the thought that he or someone else had the 

corresponding experience before; and, therefore, that he could, on 

the basis of these alone, claim a certain present representation of 

his to be a memory of an experience without necessarily thinking of 

himself as having had the experience. ,.,rh~ following would be a very 

crude example of what these phenomenal accompaniments might be. We 

can thJlnk of the creatures representations of experiences (i.e., 

his psst experiences) as so many pictures in a box and we can regard 

some of these pictures as memories and others as imitations or very 

roughly imagination. Now the box contains both, memories and imita-

tions. The cameras and the picture boxes are so connected that by 

the mutual contact of the creatures bodies the picfures can get 

transferred from one picture box to another. The pictures taken 
/ 

by different cameras are different and the creatures have learnt 

to distinguish by means of "internal evidence" whether the pictures 

in his picture box are his own or those of another creature and also 

whether the pictures in his box are actual photographs or only imita-

tions. The evidence employed by these creatures to distinguish 

between the pictures taken by the various cameras and to distinguish 

"between photographs and imitation photographs, are, of course, con-

tingent. It does not provide the creatures either with necessary or 

with sufficient conditions upon which the distinctions rest. So a 

creature may look at the photographs from his own camera or from 
'rJ$ 

someone else's and he may then notice something about 'the, photograph 



, 

which may enable him to conclude that they are from his camera. 

He could, of course, be mistaken about all this; only by 

retracing the histories of the possibly relevant cameras can he 

conclusively be shown to be right or wrong. The situation is 

similar to the one where we check up on whether someone's repre-

sentation of a past experience is in fact a case of remembering 

by working backwards and seeing whether he did in fact have the 

experience and whether that experience was operative in produc-

ing successive states which were finally operative in producing 

i 
! the representation of the experience. So even in the case of 

the creatures the causal requirement would have to be fulfilled 

if'we,are to be entitled to say that the photograph in one of 

the creatures' picture box is a photograph which has been taken 

by his own camera and is not an imitation photograph or a photo-

graph taken by someone else's camera. 

/ 
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FOUR 

SPATIa-TEMPORAL CONTINUITY 

1. In the second chapter we saw that bodily continuity and 
\ 

coincidence or spatio-temporal continuity is a logically neces-

sary condition of personal identity, and that what we need to 

understand the statement "trace a and t~ace b snd see whether 

they coincide" is precisely what is needed to understand what 

sort of objects a and b are; and to see. what sort of objects a 

and b are is to understand how to trace a and how to trace band 

to see whether they coincide. There are, however, difficulties 

regarding this view, which it will be the aim of this chspter to 

try and solve. One of the difficulties associated with this view 

can be stated in the following way. It is argued that we can 

only individuate something under a sortal provided that that 

something persists for a certain length of time. But whether 

something persists for a certain length of time is, according to 

a certain thesis (which will be discussed in this chapter), rela-

rive to a frame of reference. Hence, whether something can be 

individuated under a sortal will also be a relative matter. In 
, 

this chapter such seemingly unacceptable conclusions will be dis-

cussed in the light of a certain view of spatio-temporal continuity. 

The notion of spatio-temporal continuity can, of course, be clarified 

- 60 -
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to a certain extent. But the result of this clarification is not to 

leave things as they were before the process of clarification was 

attempted, or to think that the notion of spatio-temporal sontinuity 

is intuitively clear and does not require any further clarification. 

The only passage in Shoemaker~s account of personal identity which 

deals with spatio-temporal continuity is the following: 

"In the case' of ordinary 'material things', e.g. 
tables and stones, we can speak of spatio-temporal 
continuity ••• as a logically necessary ••• condition 
of identity. "24 ' 

And the only attempt to clarify the, notion of spatio-temporal con-

tinuity in the passage quoted above is to be fouhd in the following 

passage: 

"Roughly speaking, the identity of 0's involves 
spatio-temporal continuity if and only if the 
positions occupied by a 0 during any interval 
during which it exists'must form a continuous 
line (or, in the special case in which the 0 
remains motionless, a single point)."25 

It is obvious that this account of spatio-temporal ccfntinuity is much 

too rough as it s~ands. For example, a material object which occupies 

a considerable amount of space cannot be said to constitute a single 

point when it remains motionless. Nor is it clear what it means for 

something to form "a continuous line". Now accounts such as these 

leave a great deal to be desired but at the same time they are ~ 

wholly useless. There is a lo~ we can learn from them by analysing 

the difficulties inherent in these accounts and' trying to see how we 

can improve on them. And this is precisely the procedure I want to 
I 

follow. I shall begin by pointing out the inadequate accounts o£ 

spatia-temporal continuity that can be found in the literature on the 
j , 
.; 
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subject and then offer an alternative account of spatio-temporal con-

t1nuity which I hope will improve on these accounts. 

2. The follOwing passage is typical of the 'attempts to charac't~rize 

the notion of spatio-temporal continuity. 

"One of the requirements for the identity of a 
material thing is that its existence, "as· well as 
being contiguous in time, should be continuous 
in space. ,,2 ' 

This psssage does not tell us much about the notion of spatio-temporal 

• 
continuity. c&ut having told us that it is essential to the identity 

of a material object that it should continue to exist in space and 

time, Strawson goes on to say that: 

"for many kinds of things it counts against saying 
that a thing, x, at one place at one time 'is the seme 
as a thing, y, at another place at another time, if 
we think that there is not some continuous set of , 
places between these two places s'uch that x was 'at _ ., 
each successive member of the set of places at succes-
sive times between these tl<O times and y was at the 
same member of the set of places at the same time.,,27 

Strawson's acsount can be expressed much more clearly if we reformulate 

it in the following way. On Strawson's view to say that a material object 

x, existing at place Pl at time tl is spatio-temporally continuous with 

\ 
a material object y existing at place P2 at time t2 (where Pl .,. P2 and 

" 
t l .< t2? is to say the following (a) 'that there is a ~continuous set 

of places" between P
l 

and P2 ; (b) x occupies each place between Pl and 

P2 at successive times betwe~l and t2 and (c) y occupies the same 

place at the 'same time as x. This interpretation, however, has its 

own shortcomings. In the first place the notion of a "continuous set 

of places" stands in need of explication. It seems possible that an 

" 
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object x which is spatio-temporally continuous with another object y 

(where x occuPie~a different place from y and where x exists at a 

different time from y) may change its shape and size at every suc\!es-

sive moment from tl to t2 so that the notion of x ';~cupying each 

successive member of a "continuous set of places" would need to be 

re-defined in the light of this possibility. Moreover this account j 

of Strawson's can be faulted because it does not explain how Bome-

thing, an object x, for example, existing at time tl is to be reg~rded 

as spatio-temporally continuous. with an,object y existing at time t2 

when the object x remains stationary and does not move at all. 

3. We can consider one more ,account of spatio-temporal continuity, 

which, it seems, to me, overcomes some of the difficulties associated 

with the views of Shoemaker and Strawson. This is an account which 
. 28 

has been put forth by Richard S~nburne. According to him, to say 

that an object Hl at time t l is spatio-tempora11; continuous 

1 another object H at time t (where t < t ) is to say that 

11 "there was a material obj~ct H approximately 
aimilar ••• to both M and H at every temporal 
instant t ll between t and tl, such that~each 
Mll at each t ll occupies a place contiguous with 
the place occupied by the Hll at the prior and 
succeeding instants, however precisely temporal 
instants. arc identified, the series beginning 
with H at t and ending with Hl at tl. "29 ", 

He then continues 

'~ost parts of ~l of equal volume at each t ll 

must also occupy places contiguous with a place 
occupied by a part of the H11 at the prior and 
succeeding instants."30 

with 

Swinburno tries to cla)."ify what he means by "approximately similar". 
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According .to him. what is to count as "approximately similar" is 

. going to vary in different cases with the "type of object" in ques-

tion. Moreover. an instant is "a very. very small period of time 
r 

such as could be occupied by an event very. very short compared' 

with the period of time separating it from other events with which 

we are concerned.,,3l 

4. The account of.spatio-temporal continuity which I have to 

offer is a variant of the account offered by Swinburne but one. 

which. I hope overcomes the difficulties associated. with his account 

of spatio-temporal continuity. It is imp~rtant. therefore. to 

understand what Swinburne is 'saying and how.we can improve on his 

account. The account offered by Swinburne can be faulted on various 

grounds. Perhaps the most serious difficulty'with this account lies 

in the fact that it fails to take into account those cases where an 

object undergoes radical changes but remainsspatio-temporally con-

tinuous thereby making Swinburne's account of "approximate similarity" 

incoherent. For example. it is conceivable that an object such as 

Proteus. the mythical character from the "odyssey" should. over a 

period of time. change first into a bearded 'lion then into a snake 

and finally 'into a great boar and yet all the time retain its spatio-

temporal continuity. It could. of.course. be argued that the notion 

of such radical change is incoherent but it !snot plausible to 

suppose that this inc'oherence stems from the impossibility' of an 

object manifesting spatio-temporal continuity while undergoing 

radicel change. What \Ie need to do is to offer an account of 

, , . 
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spstio-temporal continuity which overcomes the difficulties associated 

vith the vieva of Stravaon and Swinburne. That is to say, we have to 

offer an adequate account of what it means for "A to be spati9-

temporally continuous with B" where A and B are two material objects 
. 

ezisting at different times tl and t2 such that tl < t 2• 

We can start by saying that to say "A is spatio-temporally 
, -. 

continuous with Bn is to say that A moves continuously through the 

interval [tl , t21 and that it coincides with B at t 2• This needs 

further explication. What needs to be explained is what it would 

mean for an object to ~ continuously through~ut the interval 

[tl , t21. This can be done in the following way. To say that an 

object moves continuously throughout an interval K is equivalent to 

saying that if t is in K then the object moves continuously at t. 

Further explication is required for now we have to specify what i~ 

is for an object to move continuously throughout the instant t. An 

object (say x) moves continuously at instant t if there is a spatial 

volume which contains the primary place of x at t and there is an 

open temporal interval which contains t and ,the spatial volume con
" ~ 

taina the primary place of the object throughout the ope~temporal 

inteval. The phrase which needs'further clarification is~'the 

primary place of x at t." Now to say that a spatial volume contains 

the prtlD4ry place of x is equivalent to saying thattthe surface of 

,the object x is completely enclosed by the surface which we use to 

define the spatial volume. At the same time the surface defining 

the spatial volume is nowhere in contact with the surface of the 

object x. The surface which we use to define the spatial volume 

, , 
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is to be understood as the surface of the spatial volume which contains 

the object x and which is, at the same time, nowhere in contact with 

the surface of the object x. And finally we can explain ,the notion of 

coincidence in the following way. To say that an object A coincides , 

with an object B at t i&' the same as saying that the pri=ry place of 

A at t is the same as the primary place of B at t. In this account I 

have defined primary place as the spatial volume enclosing the =terial 

object. 

5. I think that the foregoing account of spatio-temporal continuity 

ia an improvement on the previous accounts for the following reasonS. 

First of all this account of spatio-temporal continuity is perfectly 

compatible with the notion of an object changing its shapo and size 

continuously over a period of time. For at any given instant within 

a time interval (say K) the spatial volume which contains the primary 

place of the object will increase or decrease in direct proportion to 

the increase or decrease in the size of the object. So this accoun~ 

allows spatio-temporal continuity to hold despite radical changes. 

Whether or not an object can survive such changes, i.e., continue to 

be the same object, is for present purposes not relevant. Secondly, 

this account ensures that even if an ~bject is not moving at a given 

instant, it is still possible to apply the notion of spatio-temporal 

continuity to it. That this is so follows from the definit~on of 

what it means for an object.to move continuously. The definition of 

an fbjOct moving continuously that has boen presonted in the fore

going account is such that it does not entail that an object is 
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moving. Thirdly, on this sccount it is at least in principle possible, 

within a time interval, at a given instant t to specify the spatial 

volume occupied by the object at an instant immediately prior to t. 

And it is not possible for the same,object to occupy the same spatial 

volume at different instants within a time interval. This enables us 

to trace the history of the object and to identify and talk about the 

spatial volume containing the primary place of the object at different 

times within a time interval. 

So far I have tried to show that.the accounts of spatio-temporal 

continuity offered by Shoemaker, Strawson and Swinburne are inadequate; 

and that my account of spatio-temporal continuity is an improvement on 

theirs. I want, in the rest of this chapter to consider some objections 

to my variation of the account of spatio-temporal continuity offered by 

Swinburne. 

6. The first objection I want to consider can be construed in the 

following way. On my account of spatio-temporal continuity, a neces-

aary condition'of the spatio-temporal continuity of a body ~ bxisting 

at time tl with a body ~ existing at time t lO is that a body ~ move 

continuously through the closed time interval [ti' tlol, where 

tl < ts < t lO ' and where to say that ~ moves continuously through the 

time interval [tl , tlol means the following. If there ia a spatial,. 

volume containing the primary place of ~ at tl then there is an open 

temporal interval which contains the closed temporal interval [tl , tlol , 
and the spatia! volume contains the primary place of ~ throughout the 

open temporal interval. On thia view, there is a spatial volume V which 
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contains the primary place of ~ at tl and which with 

. 1 
another spatial volume, say v , which contains the primary place 

of a at 1 1 time tl + t where tl + t de~gnates a later time period 

1 1 ' 
(but where't

l 
+ t ~ t lO) and where tl + t is contained in 

the open temporal interval which contains the closed time interval 

[tl , t lO )' However, whether a spatial volume is identical with 

another spatial volume, in this case, whether V - vl will depend 

upon some frame of reference, which will consist either of a per-

sisting body whose position remains determinate throughout the time 

period throu8h whi~h ~ is said to exist or of a group o! material 

bodies which retain the spatial relations with each other through-

out the period of time through which ~ exists. And this body or 

these bodies will constitue the frame of reference r'elative to which 

the identity and the motion of a is to be assessed. 32 This argument 

can be seen from another point of view. Imagine a Newtonian universe 

which contains two solar systems x and y, such that to any observer 

• in x the solar system y appears to follow a spatially discontinuous 

path and to any observer in y the, sola~ system x, too, appears to 

traverse a spatially discontinuous path. Imagine, too, any material 

object on one of the planets of the solar system x, which to all observers 

on that planet and in the solar system x appears to traverse a spatially 

discontinuous path. The spatial discontinuity of the object on one of 

the planets of the solar system x might disap~ when we switch 

our frame of reference to the solar system y. From the solar system 

y that object on one of the planets of the solar system x might 

appear to follow a spatially continuous path. For it might be the 

1 , ., 
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( caae that the jump of the object in the solar system x might coincide 

with the jump of the solar system y, thus giving the appearance to 

any observer on y that the object on x is spatially continuous. 7his 

thesis that spatio-temporal continuity is relative to a frame of 

reference yields a number of consequences which might constitute good 

grounds for rejecting my account of spatio-temporal continuity. Let 

us see what' these consequences are. 

7. The first consequence is that statements of the 'form 'Ati - Btj' 

(where A is a singular term which identifies an object as existing at 

time ti and B is a singular tern which identifies an object as exist

ing at time tj) will be incomplete in the absence of an explicit frame 

of reference. The second consequence is that statements cf the 'form 

'A is a F' (where A designates a body and F is a substance universal 

or a phase-sortal which is a restriction of a substance universal) 

will also be incomplete in the absence of a·frame of reference. That 

this is so' follows from the fact that in order for something to be 

individuated under a subs.tance universal it is essential that that 

which is to be individuated under the substance concept should exist 

for a certain length of time. But for anything to persist through 

time there 

be said to 

has~o be 

persist. 

a frame of reference relative to which it can 

Thus for anything to be individuated under a 

substance concept it is essential that that thing should exist for a 

certain length of time. But given the thesis that spatio-temporal 

continuity is relative to a frame of reference and that it is a 

logically necessary condition of an object, the individuation of 

• 

I 

:. 
i 

1 

'j 
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something under a substance-universal will also be·relative to a 

frame of reference. The third and fourth consequences are much 

more drastic. The third consequence is that in spite of all 

appearances. statements of the form 'Ati • Btj' are meaningless. 

For on the view of spatia-temporal continuity that we have been 

discussing a statement like 'Ati • Btj' will be relative to a 

frame of reference. Let us call this fr~e of reference D. Now 

D consists either of a single object persi'sting through ti to tj 

(where ti < t j > or it consists of a group of objects standing in 
~ 

the same spatial relations to each other throughout the time 

interval [ti , t j 1• But the persistence of the object or the 

group of objects which constitute the frame of reference D. is, 

given the theory of spatio-temporal continuity with which we are 
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operating, itself relative to a frame of reference, which we will 

call F. And aim1larly the ObjiEt or group of objects which con

stitute the frame of reference F will persist relative to another 

frame of reference. The regress which we have begun is, however, 

endless. .So O'lr odginal statement ~Ati • Btj is incomplete and 

lacks any sense. An analogous argument can be bui~t up for try-

ing to 8how that the statement 'A is a F' is likewise incomplete. 

For it can be shown that in order for A to be individuated under 

a sortal it has to exist for a certain length of time ~nd per-

sistence is relative to a frame of reference and so on ad infinitum. 

ADd/this is the fourth consequence of the view that spatio-temporal 

continuity is relative to a frame of reference and a logicilly 

necessary condition of the identity of material objects. But now, 

t 
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these consequences, it is argued, are,unacceptable. So either the 

thesis that spatio-temporal continuity is a necessary condition of 

the identitY of objects is WTong or the thesis that spatio-temporcl 

continuity is relative to a frame of reference is WTong or both of 

them are wrong. There is, however, a very good argument to support 

the theory that spatic-temporal continuity is relative to a frame 

of reference, so it seems that the view that spatio-temporal..,con-

tinuity is a logically necessary condition of personal identity 

must be mistaken. 

8. I shall begin by trying to show why the thesis that spatio-

temporal continuity is a logically necessary condition for the 

identity of objects is indispensable (see a~so Chapter 2) and then 

try to answer the above objection which tries to dispense with this 

theory. Suppose, to being with, that a material object could be 

temporally discontinuous. This would mean that there is a temporal 

interval (say K) dur1~g which that object does not exist. So on 

this account the object ceaseQ to exist before the time interval 

K began and came into existence after the time interval K ended. 

But if this is the case then why should the object whic~ ceased 

to exist before K began be regarded as identical with the object 

which came into existence when the time interval K ended? As Locke 

said: "One thing cannot have two beginnings of exist~e". 33 More

over. if the object ceased to exist before the time interval K 

began and if it came into existence after the time interval K 

/' ended then during the time interval K it was nowhere to be found 
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in the universe.' And this doesn I t make sense.' But the impossibility 

of an object displaying temporal discontinuity does not, of course, 

rule out the possibility of an object displaying spatial discontinuity. 

this situation can be represented schematically as follows: 

If a situation like this is possible then it seem~that there could 

be three qualitatively indistinguishable objects which manifest a' 

spatial jump at the same time. This situation can be represented 

schematically in the following way: 

,d 

to 
Here B, b and c are the three objects before the spatial jump and d, 

, 

\ 
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• and f are the objects sfter the spatial jump. Although such a 

situation appears plausible at first. a little reflection makes it 

obVious why it is not possible. For given the qualitative indis

tinguishability of ~. ~ and ~ there appears to be no reason for 

saying that ~ is the same object as ~ and not~ or i. or that ~ 

is the SBme object_ as ~ and not as ~ or i. or that ~ is the same 

object as i-and not as ~ or~. And if nothing can justify identi-

_fying ~ with ~ rather than ~ or i then it makes no sense to say 

that-a - d or b - e or e - f. It should be obvious by now why the 

notion of spatio-temporal continuity is indispensable in discuss-

ing any problem about the identity of material objects. What we 

now have to see is whether there is anyway of answering the objec-

tions which may _fqrce us to reject this view. by drawing the various 

unacceptable conclusions which follow from this view in conjunction 

with the view that spatio-temporal continuitY,is relative-to a 

frame of reference. 

9. The objection. it will be recalled. revolved around three 

- propQsitions: (a) That the thesis that spatio-temporal continuity 

is relative is true; (b) that the conjunction of the thesis that 

apatio-temporal continuity is relative to a frame of reference with 

the thesis that spatio-temporal continuity is a logically necessary 

condition of the identity of an object yield a number of consequences 

and that (c) these consequences are unacceptable. I am going to 

argue that the first two consequences of this view arc not really as 

unacceptalbe as they seem and th-at the third and fourth consequencos ,-

'_I: 
-'l 
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are not really entailed by the two views. The first consequence, 

will be recalled, states that statements like 'Ati • Bt ' j (where 

ill a singular term identifying an object as existing at ti and/B 

a singular term which identifies an object as existing at a later 
/ 

time tj) are incomplete in the absence of an explicit frame of 

reference. The question we must ask ourselves at this stage is 

whether there is any reason for rejecting the first consequence, 

apart from the fact that it appears to be counter-intuitive. I 
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don't think that there is any such reason, although it may be argued 

that the fact that we never need to specify a frame of reference 

while talking of the statements in question may count as a reason. 

An' adequate reply to this objection would ,be that the reason why 

we never specify the frame of reference in the case of such state-

ments is that we have so far' never come across a frame of referenc-

which yields a different judgement of continuity than the normal 

frames of reference. 

What has been said of the first consequence also holds good, 

110 far as I can see, of the second consequence, which asserts that 

atatements of the form 'A is a F' where A is a material body and F 

i8 a aortal universal or sortal concept (it could also be a phaae-

lIortal). The solution to the third and fourth consequence is equally 

easy. The third and fourth consequences, state respectively that 

IItatements of the form 'Ati - Btj' and 'A ia a F' are not only incom

plete but incapable of being completed in principle. The line of 

argument which tends to establish this conclusion is, however, defi-

eient. Suppoae we take a statement like "The cat'I am holding in my 
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hands now is the'same 'cat that you saw yesterday". In ordinary 

circumstances people always understand what sort of things are to 

count as a' frame of reference in relation to which the truth of 

this statement is to be determined. So in ordinary circumstances. 

we d'on't have to comp!ement this statement at every stage in order 

to 'complete' it. In ordinary cases of moti.on and rest it is . 

enough to clarify things to assert something like "I mean relative 

to the house or earth". As regards the statement.acout the cat it 

may. likewise. suffice to say "I mean relative to the E-group of 
\ 

frames". where the E-group of frames can lie defined in the follow
~ 

ing way: 

(1) The E group of frames • the larges, Mo-invariant set which in

cludes the earth. 

(2) x is an Mo-invariant set of frames • each member of x exhibits 

spatio-temporal continuity relatively to all the other members 

34 of x. 

Here. then. there is no need to specify a frame of reference 

relative to which an E-group of frames could be said to persist. 

For. by specifying the E-group of frames the speaker has made clear 

what the frames are relative to which an object is said to display 

spatio-temporal continuity. In short. the regress associated with 

spatio-temporal continuity turns out to be spurious. It also helps 

to vindicate the theory that spatio-temporal continuity is relative 

is a logically necessary condition of the identity of 
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PSYCHO':'PHYSICAL IDENTITY THEORY 

1. In the second chapter it was pointed out that the human brain 

could assume the role of being the, individuating nucleus of a person 

although it is not necessary that it should be' cast into that role. 

I~, howevllr, it can be shown that some form of the psycho-physical 

idllntity theory is scientifically plausible and logically acceptable, 

i.e., if it can be shoWn that there are no scientific and lo,gical 

fallacies involved in saying tha~ a person with all his psychological 

attributes, is no thins over and above his body, ~tll' all its physical 
.... • _ . 't ~ ~ 

. -.(I • I ": 

psychological theories can be explain-
" '. 

attributes, and that, moreover, 

ed in t~rms of neurological theories (the model of explanation being 

provided by the relation between constructs ill 'chemistry and those 

in physics), then the brain could indeed take on the role of the in-

dividuating nucleuo in the case of a person. Now, it seams to me , 

that despito the various attompts to justify somo 'torm of psycho
~ 

physical idontity thooryj I know of no account that has been com-

pletely successful. In this chapcer, therefore, I shall discuss 

lome ot tho problems associated with the mind-body puzzlo and -try 

Bnd Ihow that soma crucial difficultios that the paycho-.phya1ca! 

identity theory attompts to solve remain, in spite of the variouo 

attempts to deal with these difficulties. The conclulion that will 

be reachod will bo that wo roquiro Domo very difterentphiloBophical 

- 76 -
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argUIIIGnt., from the lort which haa been given until now by the p.ycho,., 
phy.ical identity theori.ts." And ,theae arguments will have to be 

lIluch deeper and subtle than those that have been p~t forth .0 far. 

2. 1 Ihall begin by considering two the.es of phyaicali~. The 

-,firlt thesia ha. to do with tho formulation,of a criterion of .cien

tific lIloaningfulnoa. in torma of 1ntoraubjoctive c:onfirmability. 

Th1a lIloans, that all cognitivoly and factually meaningful statelIlenta 

in'the natural and locial scionces have a ~oramon confirmation basis. 

The .econd thosilof phyoicaliam il much more radical and hal not 

boon aufficiently ostabli.hed by scientific proRresl till now. This 

thedl auorta thAt ail laws of the natural and social scicncos ara 
, , 

to ba in principlo derivablo from the thooretical aSIUMptionl'of 
" 

physics. Haro we havo a boliof in tho posaibility of a unified ex-

planatory principle. The first thelis can be looked at .. an i,m

provement on tho oriRinal criterion of empirical meaningfulneaa 

that waa pOltulated by tho losical ompiricilts of the Vienna circle. 

AI luch it doas avay with the rostricted vorsion o( empirical moan-, 
.~ { . 

ingfulneas and roplacos it by the ~uch moro liboraliled theory of 
S> 

empirical maaninR. ,Tho radical ampir!cal tpoaia'of the 10Rical --
pOlitiviltl that.the moaning of a atatement il itl modo of verifi-

cation excluded tho p08libUity' of auachiliR any munina to aubjec

rf I!JtiVG ItatOl; Tho re~or~u~ed version of the criterion o~ achntific 
. ".6' 

IIlClllni~lna ..... arta that thelO Itate~ wpuld indeed be lc:1entiUcallx 
\ 

• IIlcaninaloll if \;'';''could 1;ot' aatabl1ah Itathtical relations ~tween 
I 

thelci aUbj acti ve'atatOl ane int~rsubj ective oburvabfel. If. 
• 

on th. 

1\ 

I 

r 
./ 
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other hand, we' can establish correlations between aubjective states 

and interaubjective observable. (and it will be shown later that we 

can) than the .. subjective states.are not purely aubjective in the 

redical aenae intended by a~e positiviata. They are private or sub-

jective only in the aenae that they are directly and introspectively 

verifiable. But they are alao interaubjective becauu they can be 

aaaumedor posited by other people or scientiats on the baais of 

interaubjective ob.ervables even though these other people do not 

have direct experience of the aame subjective statea. Feigl gives .. '.. 

the example of a "congenitally blind acientist oql\ipped with modern 
I 

electroniC instrumenta who could establish the (be~vioristic) 
r 

paychology of v!s~n for subjecta endowed with ey~aiRht. The blind 

·,cientiat could thus confirm all sorta of atateme~ta about viaual 
\ . 

aenaations and qualitiea--which in his know~ed8e ~~ld bo represent-

ed by 'hypothotical constructa,.,,3S 

The f!rat theaia, then, emphaaizea the role of sen~e-p.tcoption 
/ 

\ in the c'ont1rmation or dillconf1rmation of empirical statemanta',and , 
\ ... thou atatementa which cannot be conUrmed or discont1rmed in this 

.,. 
way are placed outside the commonly accepted framework of intorauh-

jective confirmability 'and baniahed from the Icientific realm. One 

important point to note is that the hypothetical con~trucu which 

Feial telka about are not to be defined in torma of intoraubjective 

obaervablea, although one can aay that, there ia a criterial rel.tio~ 

between hypothetical conatructa and obaervable. on tho b •• ta of. which' 
, 

we po.it th ••• hypothetical con.tructa. Thia unwillingne.s on the 
, 

,'-7 
\) 
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part of Feisl "and ot~r plycho-physical identity theorilts to de-

fine tha hypohhetica! con.tructl in terma of intaraubjectiva ob-

aarvabla. leav~l. al WI ahall lee latar. room for a two-fold iden-

tification batween two outoloaically diltinct atat... Moreover. 

hypothatical conatruct. ara able to feature in thi. W4Y in caulal 

account. of b.havior. One f.atur. of thi. caulal account of b.-

havior ia that-it pavoa the way for a better under. tanding of the 

relation batwe.n a crit.rion and what it"ia a crit.rion of. For 

wh.n WI a.cribe a c.rtain .tate to ~ person on the ba.i. of inter-

.ubjective ob.ervabl •• (i •••• hi. behavior). what w. are in fact 
,---

dOing 11 taking tha charact.rt.tic behavior of the parson III .. cri-

torion for the a.cription of that particular mental stato to th~t 

p.non. 

3. 1 want to turn DOW to an .xamination of tho first tha.i. of 

phy.icali.m to .0. whathar it i. plauaibla. returning later to ax-, 

amine the ucond thed. of phyl1calilm. We havII to &Gil whcithar or 

Dot it is po.sible to correlate aubjective .tatel with obaorvablo. 

and to lI.tabli.h .tati.tic.l ralation. batwaan tha two or whethllr 

th •• o montal .tato. could only bo confirmod or dilconfirmlld in I 

purely .ubjoctivo mann.r. In tho fir.t chap tor we .ov that tho cri

taria for tho application of a word in a cortain contoxt muat bo pub

licly obaarvablo charactariatica vhich admit of aansory obaarvation. 

Moreovar. WI can aho darive aa a corollary of thi. ~o.ition the vi.w 
\ 

that any word or aantanca ia maaningloa. if th.rll ,r. 'no crit.ria 

,." 

j 

/ 
.i 
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for the correct application of that word in 'a given circum.tance. 

ahow that this would in fact be the case let us take the example of 

a private language, i.e., a langUAge in whfch ~rds re~er to what 

To 

can only be known to the peraon .peaking, to hi. immeatate private 

aanaationa. Suppose an upholder of the private language view argues 

that ha i. able to a •• ociate the occurrence of a cartain .onsation 

with the aign 'S'. It i ••••• ntial to the .upposition that no def

inition of the aign c.n be expre.aed: that is to lay that no def-\ 

inition CAn be given in tOrM. of our public lanRu~se. If this con

dition were not fulfilled then the lanRuaSQ to which the sign bolons

ad would not be a privata ono. The .iRn must bo defined for,that 

per.on alone and thi. must be done by A private o.taaaiv. definition, 

by hia attendins to tho .enSAtion and producinR the BiRn. But AI 

Wittgen.tein haa argued no ~h ceremony would ostablish the appro

priate connection. 

'" I imprell it on myself' can only mean: ' this pro
ceaa bring. it about that I can remembor the,connac
tion right in the future. But in the present case 
I have no criterion of correctneaa. One would lika -<, 

to aay: whatever i8 goin~ to seem right to me 1. 
~\t~a~t. And that only maan. that' hera we can't talk 
~riRht'. "36' ., 

It ia, hare, important to \IOta that Wittsen.tllinia not frguins "when 

next I call aomathing 's' how will I know it really i~?' He i. 

aquina "When next I call something'S' how will I know wh~t I mean 

by 's't" Even to ~hink falsely that something ia S I mu.t know the 

maaning of'S'; and thia ia what ia impo •• ible in the ca.e of a pri

vata language ainca language i. laarnt intar.ubjactivaly and the .ign 

• 

/ 
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'5' hal been defined oltenlively for the Ipeaker only. 

the 

Here, then, il one lim11arity between the criterioloR11t and 

plycho-phYlical identity theorilt. For, the fu?~ thelil of 

phYlicalilm excludal al Icientifically meaninglell thOle lentencea 

which cln only ba confirmed lubjactively. Analytic philolopherl, 

elpecially tholll practicing the methods of }loore and Wittgenltllin have 

allo srgued that the ablolute privacy which for lome philolophers 

conltitutes ~ cri~erion of the mantal il an idea full of difficultiel. 

4. 

Itatlll 

Clolely connected wir 

is the idea that odly 

thil idea of ablolutely private m~tal 

1 can know whether or not 1 am exper-

ilncing a certain lenlation at a siven moment; Here we have a very 

fundamcmtal confusion between inalienability and incollllllunicability. 

It il obviously true that no one elae can experience my experience 

or that no one elaa can think MY thought~, but jUlt from thil it doas 

not follow that no one elle can know what I am thinking at a given 
i 

moment or that no one alle can k~ow what experience 1 am undergoing 
\ 

at a aiven moment. to alk for direct varification when only in-

direct verification of knowledse claims 11 pouiblo 11 a logical.illl

pouibUity. But the fact ItUl remainl that indirect verification 

il pOla1ble in tnele CIIClI. .We can lay, for example,' that while 1 

cannot directly v~rify the prelence of a feeling of elation in my 

frilnd, 1 can lisitimatClly infClr it on the balil of hil radiant ClX-
I' I 

prudon, livDly behaVior, IPICICh, CltC. or - mor. reUably - on thl 

bllh of plycholo.sical tOltl. Thh inference 11 lIait1mate, morlover, 

becaull thare ere indepClndClnt way I of taltina it, that h, there 11 
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intaraubjactive confirmation or diaconfirmation available to us by 

.aana of which we can teat this inference. 

Phyaicaliam from it. crass beginning., has been revised in 

ordar to accomodate the diatinctive critici~ma that have been level

lad asainlt it. It waa frequ~y attacked tor isnorinR the fact 

that ;-knowledge of physical behavior of organisma reata on evidence, 

vhich, if aufficiently analYled, can only ba exprelled in phenomenal , 

tarml. I't Val claimed that phyaical1ll11 ignored the epistemic primacy 

of immediate experience. It v&a to accomodate thil view that phyai-
" 

caliatl' made the fundamental diatinction between direct and indirect 

verification and indirect verification wal accepted within a scientific 

framework prOVided it yialded to inCoraubjective confirmation. Per-

hap a an example will help to make thia clear. 'AI an example of direct 

verificlltion lot ua tllke the case where we make an infer,ence from 

three obaerved entities to An unobservod entity, on empirical srounda. 

If, after having observed the akull and tho brain of' one peraon we in

fer the exiatence of a brain in the akull of a second porIon (where 

we are only in 'a poSition to obaerva his skull) then we will be com-

plstely justified ainca it is poalible to proceed with independant 
t 

t .. ts, if required, and to open up th~ _Ikull of the lecond person 

to aee whether thore ia a brllin inaide. So here we have a completely 

unproblematic inference from analogy. But now auppoae I 101 .. to infer 
\ 

the existence of mental atate. of IInother peraon after having intro-

apacted IIbout my own mental .ta~ lind after having observed my be

havior and the behaVior of the other person. Early phyaicalism 
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regarded this inference as llleR1timate on tho' Rrounda that it was 

not po •• ible·to independently test wheth.r the oth.r p.rson do.s in 

fact po ••••• mental .tat.1 al in the caa. of the inf.r.nco to the 

brain of the otherperaon. But this crit.rion. 'III the physicaliata 

wera quick to note. d.prived many .tat.mente in hiatory and the 

natural aci.nces of cognitive moaninRfulnol8. So wo hav' the .1-

'ternativo critorion wh.ro it il legitimate to infor indirectly tho 

preaonco of a c.rtain foelinR in.anoth.r~oraon on the basia of his 

behavior. liv.lr oxprosaion .tc. 
. 

So 10m. behavior on the part of a 

peraon (facial exproaliona. vorbal roportl or .von tho intonation of 

, utterancea) will have to aerve a. the criteria for hypothetical con-

.truct. or mcntal atatel,which in turn enablo ·us to give s cau8ll1 

explanation of a per.on'a behavior. 

5. The firlt the.il of phYlicaliam. then. excludel ablolut.ly 

private mental atatel from the r\alm of Icience. Ablolutely privata 

mlntal at ate. would. in this caae. be tho~e mental Itatel whoae pro-

alnce I cannot avon indiroctly infer on tho balis of blhavioral ovi-

dence. and which do not play any role in the causal explanation of 0 

parson'l. behavior. More important thon this. howaver.iI thl! attitudl! 

of phydcalilm toward. such phenomena aa paraplychelogy. axtra-Ian-

aory perception. telapathy etc. The phYlicalilt acknowledgea the 

prelence of theae phenomena but danial thl intarpratation of thOle 

phenomana in tarml of 'my.tical' or tranacandant antities. Accord-

ina to him it i. pOllible to account for thela phanomana on the ba.il 

of a.lumptionl about .oma very ganaral faatural ,of the univar.a. 
. \,\ v 

.. 
• 
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""'-
Thala genaral features consist in assuming a spatio-temporal causal 

natWork of which'the knowing subjects are partl. But the physicalist 

does not rule out 'the poaaibilityof discovering that there, are no 

~~xperimental or statistical er,ron involved in investigating such 

phanomena a8 parapsychology or extra-sensory perception; And he 

-----admitl that if this is the case then our basic lAWS may well have to 

be reviled 'in certain essential aspects. 

6. Let us turn now to the sacond thesis and examine it in'graat-

ar detail. The'lecond thesis of physicalilm, it will be recalled~ 

poatulates tha optimistic view that it is possible to provide a uni

tary e1Cplanation of all phenomena ,i,\ nature .(including m,ental phenomena) 
, 

in tarma of the theoraticAl lawlI of ~phyaics. This optimism is basad 

on the advancaa made in physics in this and ,the last century. It is 

important to aaa how the £.int the lis of physicalism contributes to 

thil view. For the fiut theds proceeds on the assumption' that thare 

il nothing in the man tal life of a person which il not in principle 

interlubjactively confirmable (directly or'indirectly). And if this 
.,-

i. the cale then all mental phenomena must be part of a caUDal or 

acatiltical network which \abovo makoa direct or indiroct confirmation 

pOlliblo.
37 

We can use tho two terms "phylicAll " and "phYoical2" to ~ . 

• tand, relpectivoly, for tho objects,connected with .enlory observation 

and tholll objacta which we can explain in torml of,the general laws 
•• 

of natura. It ahould be noted that "phyaica12" 11 an open-ended ~-
'- ' 

capt in .0 far aa it freea the lecond thesia of phYlicaliam from de-

pandanco upon a given atate of phYlical theorie.. The principle. of 

\ 
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axplanat~on that are utilized to explain given phenomena in nature 

are 80in8 to depend on the level of advancement achieved by a phyaical 

theory at that given tilllCl. The best -we can do 111 to qualify the -,term 

"phyl1cal " by means of a Riven date. nyCloinR this we leave it open as 
2 

to whether principles of explanation that are employed, say, in the 

year 1975, "'ill or will not underllo:radical alterations in the future. , , 
Uaing the two terms "physicall " and "physica12" we can now answer the 

queltion whether phy~icalism excludes anything that is essential to scien

tific psychology. According to the physicalist, we can, using the two 

terms "physicall " and "physical2", construct an identity theory of the 

mental and the physical, which, though continRent on empirical evi-

dence, is not necessarily defective. Tho fundamontal thesis of 

phYlicalism, then is: 

7. 

''' ... that there is a synthetic (bnsically empirical) 
relation of systemic idontity between the desi~nata 
of tho phenomenal predicates and the designata of 
cartain neurophysiological terms. This sort of 
identitydiffors is its mode of ascertainment from 
acciduntal identities as well as form ordinary nom
ological identities. An" accidental identity would 
be formulated, for oxample, by the statement: 'the 
woman named Ann E. l!edRes ••• is tho parson who was 
hit by a meteorite wei~hinll nine pounds in December 
1954.' A n'omoloJlical identity I 'The metal which 
hal a specific heat of 0:24 and a spacific gravity 
of 2.7 has an eluctric resistivity of 2.8 microhms 
c.c:. ' , SystemiC identitl' dUferft from nomoloRical 
idantity in that it requires a backllround3~f scien
tific' thaory and of semantical analyst.. " 

According to Feip:l it is possibla for the mode of escertainment 

of a n01ll)10gical identity to changa and to taka on tha modll of ascer

tainment of a systemic idantity.39 For example, if we have a tompre

han.iva thaory of,molacular motion than wa can assart tha sy.~amic 

// 
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idantity ~o hold betwean that which is ded'gnatad by the ma<;ro-con

capt of tamperatura and that which i. d •• ignated by micro' de.crip-

tionl in tarma of molacular notion, and thi. would be a ca.e of 

IYltlmic identity. Similarly, if we were in poslallion of a completa 

thaory of,tha'structura of atoma, we could allert a systemic idantity 

to hold between (in our orisinal axample) that which is designated by 

tha dGlcription of the matal in tarma of it. atomic structure and 

that which,is da.ignatad by tha dalcr~tion of ' the matal in tarms of 

itl oblarvabla phYlical and chemical propertias. This brings us to 

another important differenca batwaan nomological (or what Faisl alsa-

whare calli thaoratical) idontity and aYltamic idantity. Thaoretical 

or nomological id~ntity can ba a~id to hold bet~een the refarenta Qf./ 

two or mora intersubjective descrip'tions. Thus, theoretical idantity 

waa adoptad'by the logical behavioriats who dafinad the subjective in 

tarma of tha inter&ubjactive. 

"ThUI, to aacribe t~a person the exporienco of, 
a.g., an aftor-imAgo amounts, within tho intor
lubjectiva fralDCl of referanca, to t'ha ascription 
of a hypothatical construct (the~atical concapt), 
anchored in obsarvable stimulus and raaponsa var
iablel. Thil theoretical concopt mny than lator 
ba identified, i.o., coma to bo raRardod-aa am
p1ricallyco-rafarantial with the mora datailad 

~and daductbvely mora powarful nourophysiological 
concep.t. ,,4 ' 

~ , 
I, 

Ou thil view, then, to lay that lomeone hal an arter-imaga amount. 

to laying ~hat he or Ihe also has a carebral procals of a cartain 

kind, Gnd vico VQrlA.. According to Faigl, due to the lack of Ician-

tific and exporimental techniquel wa can only a.lort that a Itat~l- , 

tical corralation axiata botw.en the two typal of evidence. But tha 

• 

• 
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correlation and thaoretical idantification between the two rafarants 
• 

i. formulated in intersubjectivaly confirmable atatemanta. 

In the casa of IYltamic identity, on tho other hand, wa ara 

identifying 'the rofe~ant. of subjective terml with the raferentl of 

interaubjectivo terms. Subjectivo statOl with which wo aro acquainted 
, 

in direct axparianca and to ,which we rafer in phenomenal tarms clin ba 

de.cribad in intaraubj.ctiva terms and idantifiad with the raferentl 

of neurophYliological terms. 

8. Applying this notion of systemic idantity to tho psycho-physical 

identity problam wa can say that systamic idantity holdl betwaan that, 

wh11:h is dasignatod by phenomenal torma lind that which 18 desillnatod 
, 

by nourophysioloGical torma. Tho phenomonlll terma would hava to bo 

intarsubjoctivoly confirmabla otharwisa thay would not fall within 

the frame of "physicall " and would ba automaticlilly excludad from 

falling within tho roalm of "phY~icIll2'" Neadlcis to SIIY, absolutely 

'privllta mantal atatoa ara'-liutolllll'Ul:lllly axcludad. Lot ua conaidar, 

to bagtn with, cartain objactions to the psycho-physicliL idantity 
V\t 

thaory, which will anllbla us to clarUy tho thalia to a grail tar axtant 
, , 

Tha.first objaction which I wish to cons idol' ia tha vary fllmilillr ona 

which maintaina thllt doscription. of "raw hah" of diract axpericlnco 

could not pOl8ibly rofar to naurophya:1olQRical procaaaas or theat tho 
.:, 

"raw faah" of diract axpar1anca oould not pOllibly ba tho ratarantl 

of n.urophYliologiclil tarms. Tho raalon for thi. i8 thllt naurophyai-. 
, 

olORY daall with alactrochamical procel.a, which have to do with tho 

firing of naurona, atc'., so how could .anything lika amotionl or pllin 

.. 
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. b. id.~ljicel with theBe el.ctrochemical procell .. dnce the propertieD 

po ..... ed by oni-~tCl 10 radically difhrent from the propertin pos

..... d by the other. To .nlwer thll objection WII have to make I dh-
, 

tinction between "knowledge by acqua1ntanc'e" and "knowledge by acilln-

tiftc ducription." The dhtinction betwDlln "knowledga by acquain-, , 

tanc." and "knowledga by daacription" 18 munt to 1l:1ultrata tha 10-

cillad phenomenological fallacy, i.e., the fallacy of concluding on 

the bub of direct observation, that the "raw foels" of direct ex-

partlnce pouau propertiu that are radically different' from tha 

proputias posaeuad by nailrophyl1010gical avants" Now all of the 

"raw faals" ofaxparianca Ara known by acquaintAnca but famll1ari

ution cannotba A aUbstftuta forknowladga which 11 8ainad scian

tifically. Firat o.f all~t must ba pointad out thAt moat of tha 

concapts of ~aical Dcianca Ara unknown by acquaintanca, and only 

the phanomanAl tarm. Ara diractly linkad with qua~itiaa and ralAtions 

in the Hald of diract axpariance. And ainca it i""'!'ouiblll to pro-

vida A parfactly Adaquate axplanAtion of tha unoboarvoblaa in phys- . 

ical .cianca thara 1a no raAlon why .uch an axplAnAtion ahould not 

ba forthcoming in tha CADa of tha "rAw faala" of diract axperianca •. 

To tlka An'axampla, con.idar the CA.a of A par.on who i. inclpAbla /~ 

of knowing by AcquAintanca Any of tha "raw fa~ls" of diract axparianca, 

w. can .till .ay of this par.on thlt h. i. parfactly clpabla of It-
" 

tlinin8 A bahlviori.tic And naurophy.iolo8icll undar.tAndihB of humin 

lifa. Or tlka tha CA.a of I .cianti.t who i. blind. If ha po •••• aa. 

normal hummn intalli8anca and .ciantific inltrumanta, it i. not only 
, 

, 

I 
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pOllibl, tor him to under.tand the phyaical principla' underlying , 

-, colour and radiation but he would alao ba capable of undarltanding 

,...;-' ~ 

, 
thl notiona of perception and imagination from a'neurophy,10logical 

point of view. It 11 19matimea objectad that naither the Icientilt 

nor the clinical plycholoRilt,-vho triel to comprehand the natura.of 

I dhe .. e without luttering from the disella himlllf, could evar Rat 

Itartad unlaal thay wera acquainted with ut laaat ,oma data of im~-~-__ ------'------
_diate expllrianca. Whether thh-is-intllctl--thaClle or not h not 

:::o;::n:~t:o:i:::.li::::i:: ~::::~:~:::a:::,ai:a::ec:::: ::a:ada 

acquaintllnce with tho "rAW 'rJh" of immadiate axperianca doal not 

play lin essentilll rola in axplllining that ,the tarm, describing thasa 

"raw taah" of dirac:t axperianco ro'far to cartain naurophYdololft~l 
, - ---' 

procellea. Tllko tor eXAmpla, tha Cilia whara two paroona start fisht-

1ng. An oblarvar who WII complataly daprivad of cartAin ,acton in 

the araa of amotioDAl axp~rianca would atill ba cllpabla of provid

ina a parfactly adequata causal account of tha bahllvior of tha two 

perion. without ampha,izinR the amotiona or faalinSI which,lIra ax

periancad by tha, para an 'I f1shting. 

To tha objactian that a naurophyaioloRical dascriptian of ~ 

Iventl doaa not dalc:riba the axpariancas somehow ralatad to thola 

aVlntl wa hava rapl1ad that a naurophyaiolagic~ axplllnation of tha 
, , 

experiancaa clln ba 8ivan by aomoona who hili not had that particular 

axpa~ca nor ona 11ke it ,; But thin raplyin compatibla with car-

ta1n othar concaptiona of tha mind-brain rolation. What maka. chi, 
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anlwar J;olavllnt to tha plycho-phya1~41 id'antity thaory 11 tha IIddition-

III tllCt thllt wa not only dalcriba tha '''raw toall" ot axparianca in 

tarma ot naurophydoloRicAl avantl but wo Allo idantity tha rdarantl 

~ot phanomanal tarml with tha rataranta ot phYliologiclIl tarma. Thin 

tllCt hili alraady baan mantionad and mora will ba laid lacar. 

/ 9: Lot UI raturn to tha dilt1nction botwaon "knowladllo by IIcquAin-

tanca" and "knowladllo by IC:iontiUc doacription" that Will pointad 

out IIbova and,.aa whath~r wa can mllka any mora aanaa out of it now. 

KnOwladg~: acq~Ain~arico impl~al our familiarity w~th tha, dAta ot 

immadillta axpariancaj 1.a., our Ability to racoRnila A qUAlity im

madilltaly whan it il axpariancad. Thl'concoptD ot nourophynioloAY 

lira allo rootad in aanlory avidanca. 1 think tha contuaion Arinaa 
,;~ . . . 
whan ~a rafuaa to diltinlluiah botwaon rafaranco And avidanca. Now 

both, tho dAtil ot immad1ata axparianca And 'naurophyaiolollicAl pro

co .... Gra unlory but thiA dO"1 not imply thAt dC!lcrtptiona ot tha 

data ot immadiAta'axporianca or naurophyaiolo~icAl concaptD rotor 

to tha lanlory contirmation bADa. An aXAmpla will cl~rity thin 
" '" 

pcint. In phydcI tha concapt ot' An ala'c't:romA!1l1atic Hald 1'1 intro-

~ ducad in Dueh a way thAt it il not divorcad trom nannory avidanca. 

But Although it h not complataly dilconnactad from tha Danaory con

U~~ion billa 'it doaa ~ot mIlAn that tho ' concapt ct an alactromAR

natic tiald ratara to DomathinR viauAlilAbla. Xt 11 tha nAma with 

tho prcblam ot othar mindl. Whan va attributll man 1 pradicatan to 

athar paraonl on tha,bAnil ot ba~avior~ AtC., ,va dopt A lanIary con

firmation billa but thiA do .. not mG4n ,thlt tha mantAl pndicAcaa ralar 
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to thl bahaviorAl ·or tha dinponitionnl InpactA at thlt p~rlon. To 

lay thlt A poraon ·lain: II lIivan mlntd If Ate At A· ceredn tim. 11 

not to aAY thAt ho ia bahAvinl! in A cartain WAY. Tha nlactrochnmicAl 

tDncaptl at naurophYAioloRY, lika All concaptn o~ th~ nntural AciancCA, 

hava thdr opintcmiC rootA in the ArGII.ot nanao'ry av1danceF It ana 
.,' 

contuaOl avidance with raterence III podtiviatn .do, than at courftl 
"" 

it would aaam thnt tha mAllninR ot phya.1cAl conceptn hnc!, to be iden

titiad with tho §Onuo~y dnta thllt aorva AI A confirlMtion briniA. nut 
,. . 

wo CAn go turthor thAn thin. WP. cnn olao .Rive A vory Rood rennon 

\ / 
which will ahow why pooplo hAVO thia tondoncy to contuao IIvidllnclI 

with rataranca. Whon wn think at nnurop.hyn1oloRicRlconeaptl wa im-

modiataly torm a pictura at tha procalloa thAt ara RoinR on in tho 

brain at a paraon whan tho akull ia .oplln, or II pictura ot A Hrtnl1, 

at naurona whon cartain tiaouon 'IIra plllcad undal! II microaeopa. And. 

it WD conedvD at thinRa in. thin WAy than wd nra vary Ukaly to min-' 
,. 

taka tho tactulIl mOAninR at our ntlltnmanta or concaptn tor thono pro-

cauaa. 

. ' 

10. Tho locond mOAt parplaxinR ditHculty rClRardinR ·tho payclio-

phyde-al i~antity thoory hal to do with tho notion at nplleiAUty. 

DOIcartal triad to nhow thAt tho "raw toeh" at immad111to oxparioncn 

cannot ba 10cIIUzadin apaco whoroon IMt'U'id objocta can, tharnby 

putting torth ono at tho moot powartul arRumantl in tavour at dulJliam. 

'" F81l1l hal triad to Ahow, with a conaidorablo amount at auccoaa thnt 

thia ia not tho eaao. I cannot do nny battar thnn to quota him nt 

thia point. /' 
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';Vhun1,. tACtUAl, lind klnAClAthotic dAtA contdbuto 
tho '1ntu1.t1vlI' chArnctor of plumolMnill gplICO (or 
.pIICU). ThC! Illlomlltry omflloYlld 1n thll dIlAr.r1pt1on 
ot phyll1clll ApllVO 111 A concoptuill lIyatam which, . 
thrClurlh blload upon thl! IIvldllnclI ot tho IIPMory kind 
ot ,plltll11ity, ill itllolt not IId~~uIICftly incuitllhlll 
(vhullliKllhi (J} (It c. Thill 1mp 111111 t hn c chI! nauro
ph~.101~RicII1 concllptll which IIrC! uoad in cho dll/l
crlptlon o£ carahrlll procPIIII@1I /lrn not to hll 'vinunl
had' 1n tarmll at thl! phonomnnlll d~tll on wholln hll1l10 
thoy lira cont'rmAhl~. n~mft pnrtll at d_ract ftxpnr1nncn 
(tho vinulI1, tllCtunl, fltC.) hllvn phnnomflnnl IIpllt1Al 

. oxtonnion, 'othllrll (n,m(lt ipOll, vo 11 tionA, IlCC.) 1!lIvO 
ac boot I! ynry v~ lind dit tUIIO phllMmMlil. LocAl-
hatlon. ,oi, " . .•. 
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What FII11l1 hili :riad co IIhow 10 chllc montAl phonomunll, hllvn II dittUll1I 

phon~nlll locAlizac1on. To do' chia ho hili had co mAkll /I dhtinct10n 

bocwocin phonomanAl OIlIlC" pnd phyntclil ApIlCO. Accordlnfl co Fo1Al ic 

10 pouolbla Co locllca IIC lanAc vlllluoly, £0011np,1I lind amotlonn ln thft 

phonomanAL Hold or tho lIuhjoct. For flxnmpla, our toal1nR~ ot dn-, 

l1Rht, dinlluat and. our .amocloM 11lia lovn lind 'hatl! apponr or AI!(lm to 

ba aproad out chroup,h tho uppor portlonft ot our·hodil\ll. l'arcoptioM, 

too, oppoar to be rartly outa1c1a and pArtly 1M ida un. It in thl! 

OIImowith 1mnlla§ and ·taACO. l'hya1cnl apnca, on thl! othar hAnd, lin 

wall An tho objnctn whlch nppallr in chia aPACa hnva only ""hlltrllct 

~coPtul\l (non-in tui tnhla) copoloJlicAl and mat ric III rnlA tionihipl. " 

In othor worda, porcopc1on ot objoctn in phYI~cnl Apaca only pro_ 

. vldOl u§ with" pArticular parllpact1vl! ·lIn~,.J~ hova to. nllaumo 1\ Ilao-
0_-., i\'" ... ;,' 

IIIOtrir:ol ardor to oxplnln thh PIl1J1opctlvo. And chla lIaomotrlcnl . 

ordor clln only bo 1mAROd phonOcmannlly. in opponition to DOlcnrtaa 

what FaiJll hIlA dono in turn tho orRumant upoida down to ahowthnt i.t 

. 10 not onouRh to chAroctarizo phyn1clll objo~tll ln tarmA ot npatinl1cy . 
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or to charactorilo mantA1 phanomana in tarmA ot thl abAanca of 

-.path1 allto'ndon. 
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11., What I havo dono 00 tar iA to provido A briat outlina ot tho 

p.ycho-phya1cAl idontity thaory, in ·tho proconA two crucial ohjactionn 

IIlAinat tho chaory hava hoan oxaminad. Thar~ in, howllvar, Anothar . 

obj~ct~on to tho pAycho-p~yfticAl idantity thaory which no tar hnA not 

bacn annwarod by Any phyaicaliot. A conaidarab10 amount at ox~oAition 

1ft raquir"cI bateir" tho ab,jactian CAn bo ntlltod. To bORin with W{l 

1,2 
maka II dintinctir'" blltwoan. n rLllid And A non-riJl1d douiJlnlltor.. All 

an IXllmp'lo of ,I lton-riuid doniflnlltor wn hllVIl tho oxproClnion "tha mlln 

who diacovl1rad AmoricA." Now, thll ~xprnnAion "tho mAn who dincovnfocl 

AmariclI," could rotor to /I parllon othar thlln Columl;un. 90 hara wI! 

could hllv" II Aituntion whurG'1i p'orfton dillcovarod AmoriclI lind yat tho 
, . \ 

d1ncovor~ AIr,orica h not Co1umbull. In no rnr IIA, tho ax-parGon who 

praGAion "tha mlln who clhcovorad Amaricn" could rntnr to. two parnonn 
~ 

in diffaront circum~tnncon, wa call it A rion-riRid daninnntor. Lnt 

ua imaRina on tho othar hAnd, thllt -numharn lire antititIA nnd lnt un 

tAka tho axp:aa'lI1on "tho nqunro root ot 9." Since wa can provo moth-
\ 
\ . 

,omatieaUy that tho Ilqunra root of 9 in 3 what wa would hllvllprovnd 
• 

would bo naeoll§nry nnd c-ha axprandon "aqulli'a root of 9" would nacaA.,., 

lIarily ratar to n cartllin nlmbllr, nnma1y, 3. In thin nanllO, than, 

If 3 
tho axpraaaion '''lIqunro root ot 9" 10 II riRid dulliRnlltor. Thara 10 

anothar dhtinction which Kripko mnkoo lind which naoda .to ba mnda 

bo·foro wa cand1ac~~ln tho pllyeho-phynicAl :ldaneity thoory. Tho 

.', 
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dhtincUon rotarnd to 11 tho tundamantal ono botll.lln nacftllury And 

• priori truth. U§uAlly!n contomporAry phileftophicol lit~rAtur. 

tho vadoua nodenn ot "analyticity", "nllcluity" "lind "a prioric1ty" 

-.oro lithor c.latllnd@d vocitlrouftly or roj~ct.d lI.ft totally mllAninp,1I!u, 

b'u't tor tho mont pArt vary filII. dUll A dintinotion blltlillan thUA 

notiona. WII CAn. diaHnllui"fth, haro, thll notion at "nll"couity" trom 

". prioricity". A naculAry ItAtamllnt clln ba dRtinad lin II ntlltnmllnt 

which 1D trua lind could not hAVO blinn otharlihA. An.! priori truth, 

on tha othar hllnd, in OflA IIlIich can ha ~ to hll truo indopo~dlll)tlY 

ot IIxpllrlonco ~ Now i~ mAy turn out to bo tha cu~ thnt nOl'1othinp, 

that nocolnllry in in tllCt II priori. nut thin in not primA fllcia 

ror, conAidllr thll tollollinp, oxomplll trom Kripkll by IIhich 

to ahov thnt not IIvarythinp, thllt in naclln§llry in knolllJblo 

a priori. 

Tha Goldbach conjacturn ntAtnn thot ovnry civan numbnr in,tha 

aUlll ot tliO I'riman. 11011 thin ntlJtamnnt h II pllrt ot IMthnmllticn nnd 

it it io trun nt all it il nacannarily trun. WII cannot AllY,. tor nx-

ampla,that althoullh ovory Clvon numbnr in tho Aum of tll9 priman thnrn 

could havCl boon nomo avon numbar which wnn not tho oum ot tliO p,imnll. 

But at tho anma timo no ona hOI hoon abla to oltabl1nh no tflr whnthor 

tho Goldbach conjocturn in truo and 10 tha Itatamllnt in cnrtainly not 
A . 

knolln a priori or avon a pODt~riori. It wo now apply thin rlllult to 

idantity otlltomnntn it 1-1 obvioun thnt, ono can, lIithout contrndictinp, 
~ 

onalalt hold tho pOlitien tllnt nlthoup,h cortllin idontity ntatomontn 

ara known a ,poHariori and net knownblo II priori nt nll, yat thoy 

aro nocolaary. Lot un taka tho caoa whoro hOllt in oaid to ba 
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An idantity AtA.tmnant which ia rlltoroiC. nut it it ill II .. 

idtontLty ntlltamont tllan ~CI clln aur~ly imAP-ina circum.tllncClII 

~uCh II IItlltlHllClnt would turn out to ba tAL an. nut it ill not 

~~r thill IItAtomant to' be true in noma 'circUIOntllncoll And '-

tal~o in otharn. Lot UII 100 why. Firat at All, it ill Ar~u~d hy 

thol. who maintAin thnt thl! ntlJtamant "Ihut 11 tho motion of lliohculClII" 
~O ' 

could turn out to bo tnlaa in 1I0ma circumlltnncan, thAt it in lin II 

pOlltoriori judliomcnt /linclI IIcillnclI cOl.lld hllva IIhown thAt. h~lIt 111 ,not 

in tAct tho motion ot molocu1nll. nut thia, 1111 we hllva lilian, doaa 

not cm tlli 1, tho viw thAt tho IItllteml!nt ill not nocMIIAry. , Howavftr. 
" 

whon poop1C\ any thAt tha Ntlltemllnt "hnllt in tho motion ot mohcu.1on" 
r 

could hA~O turnad out to he fill II II in cartllin circumntllncnn, thay hAva 
~ 

circumntnnco/l l1ka tho (ol1owinll in mind. It 1A ponn1b1n, thay 

aay, tor Qomoonn to axporioncn tho nonnAtion ot hOllt nnd than to din-

covor thgt tho nonantion wna not cllunod by tha motion ot mo1oculoll. 

Or it ia poaaihlo to imaRina II aitulltion ~laro tho mo1aculan nro in 

motion and yot tho motion o( molacu1aa dool not F,ivo ua hllAt. ~ow 
r 

a1rcumatllncCIII l1k.a thon~, thay nrp,uo, Ara onall in which hoat could 

not bo tho motion ot molaculoll. nut thiA arl\umnnt in not convincinl7,. 

tor illlllp;1no tho (ol1owinl\ countorhctual dtuation. 

'\ 
Suppoao that noma craaturnn (rom noma othar plnnot cllma to 

• 

aarth. And luppoac (urthor thit thana craAturall p,ot tho aannntion 

ot haat whon thoy como in contllct with 1co which hlln nlow molocu1Ar 

motion And that thay (001 cold whon thay touch domQthin~ which ia in 

~ . ,. 
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• ItAtD'IOt malaculAr A.dtAtiO!). Would ,11,0 in thill ~1I81 uy !:hllthllftt 

h:nololulcr to bo· 1dilotH1IId wlth moloculllr' motion.t d 't ~hink 
.' ~ .-: -. . ' .. , .' 

10.. RAthar lI'a lIould §IIY thllt tha crCllltUrnft tlttl1 tho VIS 

which lIa' taol wlian 1111 tAli1.hallt lind thlY taol cold' And ca varIA. ' 

The rauon Ithy·it cAnno"- bo "t'harwho 111 bllcllufta Itl hllVA ullll thll 

tllO axprouionn., "hnAt" Ana "tha;motion ot mo1l1cu1u" 11ft rillid dnnill-
, . 

,notora' tor II' coredn axtarnal phlnomlnon. And it to11oll/l trom ,tho 

deUnition at /I 'riJ\i!! dlniJ\nator thnt it 111 .j!oinJl to 'bci nocaUAry 

tlult ha~t ,in tho, motion ot mo1aculu • 

'12. NOIt lat .UII lIoa hOlt nll thi§ ralntoa to, t,ha I'nycho-phydcn1 
\ 

idantity tha.ory. ,Wo, /JAltin thia cFnptor, thllt tho phydcn1ht lIorkn 

.kaopinp, tha IIc~ant1tic modal cit invo~tiv,lftio~ I;a(ora hill lIIind. Fur-' 
. . 

tha1'1llOra, .. ho conHrlloft tho rolntion bntllo(ln m"ntal' nnd 'nourAl' IItntnn' 

'AI jUlt turthllr'mllnifolltlltiOn§ at IIYltamic' ido.ntity, nn i'dontit~ \ 

which io Inid to hdld, tor axnmpla, batlloan that which ill'dlllliJl-
, \.. ' 

notad by tha,mncro-dollcription ot hOllt and thnt which ia dOli iv,-

natadby tha' micro-d'olcription ot molncu1nr motion. SYlltamic identity , 
dapanda to'o p,ront oxtont on thn thaory bockinp, it up 110 that tho 

I ' 
ontitioll batwaan which tha idontity 1a .Iatd to hold might hnvo to ha 

lIiven up in the liJlht at thaory raconntruction. But tram whae hall 

baen .aid 10 tar it would 100m to to1101t that tho tltO tarml bntwaon 

which tho idantity ill Inid to hold ara r1J1id dalip,notorll And tho 

.yotalllic idontity atlltatnant h· nacClDDnrllytrun. Tha phYll1calht, 

hOltavar, woul,d IIdmit thin only lit tha rillk ~t havinl! to rajact tho 

DDcond thadn at phyG1cal1am which bol1avon in tho pOItor or lIc1anca 



to proy4do un with A unHyinll oxpLnnatory princ1pl0, And which b.

lhy .. in tho .pro'l.rou ot nchnca. But ApArt tram thAt, 1tlYltrmic 

idontity ntAtlllMnto lira' nocaUArlly 'trull than All thAt tho phylll.CAlht· 
. 

it doing 18 radot:f.ninF. tho 'mont'Ai' in tarlllA ot tho,' phydcal' And 

I.tting hia th.liI up tor tho AAmacrit1chml thAt AU dirac tad A"dnAt 

tha .politiC1n Adoptad by tho 10l\icll1 bohayior18tA'. It ,11 not bllinl! 

IUIlIlOAt.Jd, 'howClvor, thAt the pAycho-phydcll1 idont~thenr1At CAn-f " ',' " 
'~ ,not ovorcomo thi. ditficulty, but in ordor to do 10 ho would hAYa to 

UIG arllumnntn vary dittorllnt and much mora nubtlo thAn tho onn which 

hAya boon.omployod 10 tAr. 

13. It Aooma to tollow, thon, trom tho raaul.tn rOllchod in thin 

chap tar thAt wo cAnt:\ot contllr the rola ot tho "individuatinll nuclaul" 

.oldy on tho humAn brAin,. QXcopt in 10 tllr an 140 litO wi11inF. to' ro-

aard it AO. tho GOAt ot A pArticuLAr nat ot momory cApnc:itiGII. In 

othor IIordoj tho IirAin dnnA not occur in lin !!. priori IIccount at 

"paraon" or ",lIma paroqn" oxcopt parhApA IIndar tho daAcription "AOllt ,. 

ot mamory and othor tunct10Mlly chnractarilltic IIbil1tion." Howayor, 

o. wa 11111 in tho locond chllpter, 110 raqu1t11 tho continullnco "1n onll' 

orgon1!od porcal at all thnt IIaD caUDAlly nocno nary and clluDally AUt

Hc10nt to tha continuancl! ot auantial and chlltllctor1ntic tun,c;t1oninp,." 
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